
In this Issue 
 

Money Saving Methods for Misers 
 

Is this the first UK Morse Boot Camp? 
 

Silent Running Part Two: Adding Rig Control 
and Keying Speed 

 
Hebridean Interlude 

 
CW Touch Keyer P1 Review 

 
Learning the Code in Later Life 

 
Genesis G3020 SDR Transceiver Kit 

 
… and more besides! 

Frequencies: 1.818, 3.558, 7.028, 10.118/128, 14.058, 18.085, 21.058, 24.918, 28.058 

FISTS was founded in 1987 by the late Geo Longden, G3ZQS 

Club Goals 
 
 Further the use of CW 
 Encourage newcomers to use Morse code 
 Engender friendships among members 

“Accuracy transcends speed, 
courtesy at all times.” 

 
“When you’ve worked a FISTS, 

you’ve worked a friend.” 

Website:  www.fists.co.uk Email: keynote@fists.co.uk 

Left: Lifeboat radio re-discovered by Paul 
G4BNU in his attic.  See page 15. 

FISTS CW Club, Promoting Morse Code for 25 Years  1987-2012 
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http://www.fists.co.uk/
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CableTidy for Vibroplex keys 
This is a series of 4 PC Boards and 
cables to greatly simplify and tidy 
up the cable connections of the 
shown VIBROPLEX keys. 
 
The cables are 1 metre long and are 
terminated in a standard metal 6.4 
mm stereo plug as found on most 
rigs.  A 3.5 mm stereo plug cable 
can be supplied if REQUESTED. 
 
The boards are double sided plated 
through and Silver plated.  
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK 
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. 
The Rig cable is screened and flexible. 
 
The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price. 
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable. 
All models inclusive of post costs are £20.00 or at a discount price of £18.00 for FISTS 
members (please quote your callsign when ordering). 
 

Isoterm Interfaces 

 

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS 
members.  For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk 

Mr J Melvin 
2 Salters Court, Gosforth 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE3 5BH 

Web: www.g3liv.co.uk 
Email: johnny.g3liv@gmail.com 
Tel: 0191 2843028 

ALL products can be viewed at  www.g3liv.co.uk   For reviews, see 
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456 

PSK31 Isoterm Multicon 
USB 

Isoterm Multimode 
interface 

DATA Isoterm 
Traveller 

PSK31 Isoterm Dual 
Deluxe 

http://www.g3liv.co.uk/
http://www.g3liv.co.uk/
http://www.g3liv.co.uk/
mailto:johnny.g3liv@gmail.com
http://www.g3liv.co.uk/
http://www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689
http://www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-6.htm
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-5.htm
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-8.htm
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-4.htm
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-7.htm
http://www.czechmorsekeys.co.uk/
http://www.czechmorsekeys.co.uk/


Key Note is the quarterly magazine of the FISTS CW Club in Europe 
 
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UK. Tel: 01902 338973 
 
Contacting us by email: 
Please send Key Note articles, comments and distribution questions to: 
Graham Smith  G3ZOD Email: keynote@fists.co.uk 
  
For feedback/help with the RAIBC audio version of Key Note, please contact: 
Chris Pearson  G5VZ Email: chris@fists.co.uk 
  
For help with subscriptions, membership and the website, please contact: 
Graham Smith  G3ZOD Email: members@fists.co.uk 
  
To arrange or volunteer for Slow Morse contacts, please contact: 
John  Griffin  M0CDL Email: qrs@fists.co.uk 
 
For on-air activity questions or logs, please contact the Activities Manager: 
2012 Rob Walker  M0BPT Email: rob@fists.co.uk 
2013 Chris Pearson  G5VZ Email: chris@fists.co.uk 
 
For general questions, including information about rallies, please contact: 
Paul Webb  M0BMN Email: paul@fists.co.uk 
 Tel: 01902 338973 
To order items or to ask questions about Club Sales, please contact: 
Anne Webb Email: sales@fists.co.uk 
  
For questions about Awards or to apply for them, please contact: 
Dennis  Franklin  K6DF Email: fistsawards@fists.org 
 4658 Capitan Drive, Fremont, CA, 94536-5448, USA 
 
For help with the FISTSCW Yahoo News Group Forum, please  contact: 
Mark Waldron  M0BLT Email: forum@fists.co.uk 
 
FISTS Overseas FISTS Down Under: www.fistsdownunder.org 
 FISTS East Asia: www.feacw.net 
 FISTS North America: www.fists.org 
 
Subscriptions can be sent to FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UK. 
  
Current Members ONLY!  Subscriptions are not due until 1st April 2013: 
£6 KN via Internet £8 KN post to UK £10 KN post to Eu  £13 KN post to DX 
  
Re-joiners and New Members ONLY!  Please see the following table: 

Month of joining 
or re-joining 

Key Note 
via Internet 

Key Note by Post 

Dec, Jan, Feb or Mar £7.25  £9.50 UK (£12.00 Europe, £15.75 DX) 

Apr or May £6.00  £8.00 UK (£10.00 Europe, £13.00 DX) 

Jun, Jul or Aug £4.50  £6.00 UK (£7.50 Europe, £9.75 DX) 

Sep, Oct or Nov £3.00  £4.00 UK (£5.00 Europe, £6.50 DX) 

mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
mailto:chris@fists.co.uk
mailto:members@fists.co.uk
mailto:qrs@fists.co.uk
mailto:rob@fists.co.uk
mailto:chris@fists.co.uk
mailto:paul@fists.co.uk
mailto:sales@fists.co.uk
mailto:fistsawards@fists.org
mailto:forum@fists.co.uk
http://www.fistsdownunder.org
http://www.feacw.net
http://www.fists.org
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QSL Bureau www.fists.co.uk/buro 
 
Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager: 
 
Rob Walker  M0BPT Email:  buro@fists.co.uk 
FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK. 
 
Please write FISTS and the member number of the 
station you contacted at the top left of the QSL card. 
The bureau can also accept cards to be sent to mem-
bers of RSGB, RSARS, RAFARS, RNARS and G-QRP.  
Please write the organisation name at the top left. 
 
Incoming QSL cards for UK members:  These are handled by the QSL Bureau 
Sub-managers.  Please send them your stamped, self-addressed envelopes: 

G4 
Jim Steel  M0ZAK 
6 Central Avenue 
Shepshead  LE12 9HP 

G3 
Grant Merrils  G0UQF 
2 East Street 
Darfield 
Barnsley  S73 9RE 

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8 
and Specials (GB, GX etc.) 
John Griffin  M0CDL 
35 Cottage Street 
Kingswinford  DY6 7QE 

G0 
Bill McGill  GM0DXB 
112 West Main Street 
Armadale 
Bathgate 
West Lothian  EH48 3JB 

M0, M3, M5, 2E0 etc. 
Phil Hughes  2E0DPH 
111 Wisbech Road 
Littleport 
Ely  CB6 1JJ 

Wales and SWL 
Paul Webb  M0BMN 
40 Links Road 
Penn 
Wolverhampton  WV4 5RF 

Incoming QSL cards for Eu & DX members:  Please send postage and not enve-
lopes—contact Rob M0BPT (details at top of page) for more information. 
 
Please donate used stamps 
Chuck M0AVW collects used stamps for charities.  When you’ve received your 
QSL cards, please send the used stamps, and any others you have, to him: 
 

Chuck M0AVW, 32 Woodford Walk, Harewood Park, Thornaby  TS17 0LT  
 

***Please DON’T send Chuck outgoing QSL cards!  If you would like an acknowl-
edgement by email, please include a slip with your email address on (BLOCK CAPI-

TALS, please).  Many thanks to all those who have sent stamps in. 

http://www.fists.co.uk/buro
mailto:buro@fists.co.uk
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Editorial Rob M0BPT, #5576 
 
Welcome to this edition of Key Note. 
 
As all of you are aware, 2012 has been our Silver Jubilee 
Year. 
Twenty-five years have passed since the founding of the 
society by Geo. G3ZQS.  I hope that he will be nodding ap-
provingly at the changes that the club has undergone over 
the years to reach the level it is at now, in this auspicious 
year. 
During the year we’ve received messages from members 
saying how much they’ve enjoyed being associated with FISTS for 25 years, and 
are now looking forward to the Golden Jubilee Year!  I hope that many of us are 
still around to celebrate 50 years’ of the society’s existence!  It will of course be 
a testament to the team that runs the club. 
 
As some may be aware, this is my final year as activities co-ordinator on behalf 
of the society and I’m very pleased to announce that Chris Pearson, G5VZ, is 
taking on the mantle from January 2013.  Chris may be known to some for his 
work with other organisations within the amateur fraternity and as an author 
whose work has often been published in Key Note.  I wish Chris a hearty wel-
come to the post and hope you will offer your support and encouragement to 
him during 2013. 
 
For those who think I’m “Quitting” or “Retiring” from the society, this is far 
from the truth; I shall still perform my many tasks associated with the running 
of the club, and I look forward to spending a little more time on air. 
I would like to thank all concerned for their messages of support and the friends 
I’ve made during the past six years; it’s been a pleasure. 
 
Finally, as this is the last edition of Key Note for 2012, I would like to take the 
opportunity to mention all associated with the running of the society behind 
the scenes.  I hope you’ll join me in saying “Thank you” to them all for their ef-
forts on behalf of FISTS!  I won’t mention specific people, but to all of you, many 
thanks for all the hard work and effort put in during 2012!  
I do hope you all enjoyed the Christmas festivities and a happy, healthy, and 
peaceful 2013 to you all from all of us here at the society. 
 

Until next time, keep well.  Keep pounding brass! 
 

Enjoy this edition of Key Note.  With 73.  M0BPT. 

Rob M0BPT 
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Introduction Chris G5VZ, #12540 
 
My thanks for Robert’s kind introduction in the Editorial on 
page 5.  He has set a very high standard for club activities 
over the past few years and it’s my intention to continue 
his work.  2013 sees the continuation of the popular Lad-
der—with a couple of tweaks to the rules—and the addi-
tion of Fifth Sunday which fills those extra Sundays at the 
end of some months. 
 
 
The longer activities, like Straight Key Week and Exchange 
Your Age Week, are joined by International Days which is 
based on national and European days of celebration.  This international activity 
replaces British counties in the calendar, better representing the truly pan-
European membership of our chapter of FISTS.  In 2013, EYAW stays in May, 
running for a week from 18th to 24th, inclusive, and SKW retains its pre-
Christmas slot in the first week of the month, from 1st December. 
 
 
I look forward to getting to know the regular participants much better over the 
coming weeks as well as other members of FISTS.  And, in Robert’s words, keep 
on pounding the brass! 
 

73 Chris  G5VZ FISTS Nr 12540 
Activities Manager 

LADDER 2013 

OCCASIONS 
January 2013 to December 2013 

On the 2nd and 4th Sunday of every month 

TIMES 

Two sessions on each Ladder Sunday from 1400-1600 and 1800-
2000. All times are UTC 

In any calendar month you can submit logs from ANY TWO of the 
four two-hour sessions 

Activities Calendar 2013 Chris G5VZ, #12540 
 
More activities will be included in the Spring 2013 Key Note. 
 
Please note the new QSY Rule in the Ladder. 

Continued on page 7 

Chris G5VZ 
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LADDER 2013 continued 

FREQUENCIES 

Any licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands, 30m, 17m 
and 12m 

QSY Rule applies: if any station initiates a call (by sending CQ, 
QRZ?, etc), they are permitted to work only one station on that 
same frequency.  They must thereafter move at least 2 (two) kHz 
before they may call another station or solicit (CQ, QRZ?, etc) 
other contacts 

  

QSY Rule does not apply to FISTS HQ stations 

SCORING 

5 points FISTS HQ station (GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, 
ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW) 

3 points FISTS Affiliated Club Station 

2 points for a FISTS member 

1 point for a non-member 

Any station can only count once on each calendar Sunday 

EXCHANGE RST/Name/QTH/FISTS Number (If applicable) 

LOGS 

For each QSO logged: Date/Call sign/Name/QTH/Frequency/RST/
Time, UTC/FISTS Number or Non-member/Points claimed 

  
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total 
of points claimed 

DATES 
Jan 13/27 - Feb 10/24 - March 10/24 - April 14/28 - May 12/26 - 
June 9/23- July 14/28 - Aug 11/25 - Sept 8/22 - Oct 13/27- Nov 
10/24 - Dec 8/22 

GENERAL 
Any log entry not showing the required exchange information 
will be excluded from the scores 

ENTRIES TO 

All entries can be received by post or email 

Post to FISTS Ladder, PO Box 6743, Tipton DY4 4AU 

email to activities@fists.co.uk 

Logs must be received by the fifth of the month that follows the 
month in which the contacts were made 

Logs may be in Excel, CSV, tabbed Word or Cabrillo format or 
neatly reproduced on paper 

Continued on page 8 

http://www.fists.co.uk/activitiesawardswarc.html
mailto:activities@fists.co.uk
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FIFTH SUNDAYS 2013 

OCCASIONS 
January 2013 to December 2013. 

On the fifth Sunday of March, June, September and December 

TIMES One session on each fifth Sunday from 1300-1700 UTC 

FREQUENCIES 

All licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands, 30m, 17m 
and 12m 

QSY Rule applies: if any station initiates a call (by sending CQ, 
QRZ?, etc), they are permitted to work only one station on that 
same frequency.  They must thereafter move at least 2 (two) kHz 
before they may call another station or solicit (CQ, QRZ?, etc) 
other contacts 

  

QSY Rule does not apply to FISTS HQ stations 

SCORING 

5 points per contact - any operator (Irrespective of call sign used) 
can be worked only once on any band per Sunday (But contacts 
on each band count separately) 

  

Then apply these in order: 

1 Multiply by five for a FISTS HQ station 

(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW) 

2 Multiply by five for a FISTS Affiliated Club Station 

3 Add five points for a FISTS member 

4 Finally, multiply by five if it's a new country for that day's ses-
sion 

EXCHANGE RST/QTH/Name/FISTS Number (If applicable) 

LOGS 

For each QSO logged: Date/Call sign/Name/QTH/Frequency/RST/
Time, UTC/FISTS Number or Non-member/Points claimed 

  

For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total 
of points claimed 

DATES 31. March, 30. June, 29. September and 29. December 

GENERAL 
Any log entry not showing the required exchange information 
will be excluded from the scores 

Continued on page 9 

http://www.fists.co.uk/activitiesawardswarc.html
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FIFTH SUNDAYS 2013 continued 

ENTRIES TO 

All entries can be received by post or email 

Post to FISTS Ladder, PO Box 6743, Tipton DY4 4AU 

email to activities@fists.co.uk 
Logs must be received by the tenth of the month that follows the 
month in which the contacts were made 

Logs may be in Excel, CSV, tabbed Word or Cabrillo format or 
neatly reproduced on paper 

INTERNATIONAL DAYS 2013 

OCCASIONS Celebrated Days Across Europe 

TIMES Single session on each day from 1400-1700 UTC 

FREQUENCIES 
All licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands, 30m, 17m 
and 12m 

SCORING 

5 points per FISTS member in Wales on St David's Day; Ireland on 
St Patrick's Day; England on St George's Day; Scotland on St An-
drew's Day; Isle of Man on Tynwald Day; France on Bastille Day; 
Germany on German Unity Day; any other European country on 
Europa Day 

3 points per non-FISTS member in the appropriate country 

2 points per FISTS member elsewhere 

1 point per non-member elsewhere 

Any station can only count once on each activity day 

EXCHANGE RST/QTH/Name/FISTS Number (If applicable) 

LOGS 

For each QSO logged: Date/Call sign/Name/QTH/Frequency/RST/
Time, UTC/FISTS Number or Non-member/Points claimed 

  

For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total 
of points claimed 

DATES 
St David, 1. March; St Patrick, 17. March; St George, 23. April; 
Europa Day, 9. May; Tynwald Day, 5. July; Bastille Day, 14. July; 
German Unity Day, 3. October; St Andrew, 30.November 

GENERAL 
Any log entry not showing the required exchange information 
will be excluded from the scores 

Continued on page 10 

mailto:activities@fists.co.uk
http://www.fists.co.uk/activitiesawardswarc.html
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INTERNATIONAL DAYS 2013 continued 

ENTRIES TO 

All entries can be received by post or email 

Post to FISTS Ladder, PO Box 6743, Tipton DY4 4AU 

email to activities@fists.co.uk 
Logs must be received by the fifth of the month that follows the 
month in which the contacts were made 

Logs may be in Excel, CSV, tabbed Word or Cabrillo format or 
neatly reproduced on paper 

Event Calendar Available online at fists.co.uk/events 

First day Event Times 

Sun 13 Jan FISTS Eu Ladder 
1400-1600 UTC, 
1800-2000 UTC 

Sun 27 Jan FISTS Eu Ladder 
1400-1600 UTC, 
1800-2000 UTC 

Sat 09 Feb FISTS NA Winter Sprint 1700-2100 UTC 

Sun 10 Feb FISTS Eu Ladder 
1400-1600 UTC, 
1800-2000 UTC 

Sun 24 Feb FISTS Eu Ladder 
1400-1600 UTC, 
1800-2000 UTC 

Fri 01 Mar FISTS Eu St. David Day 1400-1700 UTC 

Sun 10 Mar FISTS Eu Ladder 
1400-1600 UTC, 
1800-2000 UTC 

Sun 17 Mar FISTS Eu St. Patrick Day 1400-1700 UTC 

Sun 24 Mar FISTS Eu Ladder 
1400-1600 UTC, 
1800-2000 UTC 

Sun 31 Mar FISTS Eu Fifth Sunday 1300-1700 UTC 

Members world-
wide are encour-
aged to join in all 
FISTS activities. 
 
There is a brief ver-
sion of the Events 
Calendar at the top 
right of the website 
home page 
fists.co.uk and a full 
one at 
fists.co.uk/events. 

Spring 2013 Key Note 
 
The deadline for the Spring 2013 Key Note is the 28th February 2013. 
 
Please send in articles to keynote@fists.co.uk or by post to: 

FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK. 
 
Most electronic formats and handwriting are acceptable. 

mailto:activities@fists.co.uk
http://fists.co.uk/events
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://www.fists.org/operating.html#sprints
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsinternationaldays
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsinternationaldays
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://localhost:1156/activitiescalendar.html#fistsfifthsundays
http://fists.co.uk/
http://fists.co.uk/events
mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
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Slow Speed Morse (QRS) Contacts  
 
You can use the Slow Speed Morse (QRS) Contacts scheme fists.co.uk/qrs to ar-
range QSOs at a speed of your choice with volunteers from the list. 
 
Requesting a Contact 
If you’d like to arrange a QRS contact: 
 You can contact the member directly by email or telephone. 
 If you want to contact a member whose telephone number is listed as 

“On request”, please send an email to John M0CDL qrs@fists.co.uk and 
he will reply with the telephone number. 

 If you don’t have email and want to contact a member with their tele-
phone number listed as “On request”, please send the callsign of the 
member and a stamped, self-addressed envelope to John: 
Mr. J. S. Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street, Kingswinford, DY6 7QE, UK. 

 
List of Volunteers 

Location Station Phone / Email Bands / Availability 

Neratovice Petr 0042 0774 747 482 160m - 10m Evenings & weekends. 

Czech Republic OK2CQR petr@ok2cqr.com 

Tuusniemi Erkki +3585 0514 9271 80m - 10m, prefer 30m - 10m.  Most 
times but not after 19 UTC, condi-
tions are best during the daytime. 
E-mail or SMS to mobile phone is OK. 

Finland OH7QR oh7qr@sral.fi 

Shannon Tom 00353 87 2058745 160m - 10m Evenings.  Preferred 
highest CW speed 25wpm. Co. Clare Ireland EI5CA tobei5ca@gmail.com 

Chard Pol Phone: On request 40m, 80m & perhaps 2m.  Afternoons 
& after 21:00. Somerset G3HAL ronald@g3hal.eclipse.

co.uk 

Coventry Matt 07917 466999 40m - 15m & 2m.  Weekday evening 
apart from Mondays after 20:00 & 
most weekends. 

West Midlands M0ZAI mcjgrice@gmail.com 

Ely Phil phil09@tiscali.co.uk 160m-70cm.  Evenings & Weekends. 

Cambridgeshire 2E0DPH 

Flixton Billy 07816 991289 40m Up to 15wpm; 
Flixton & surrounding area. Manchester M0JHA m0jha@mail.com 

Huntingdon Peter Phone: On request Prefer 80m & 2m.  Any time, subject 
to other commitments.  Prefer to QRS 
to maximum 12 wpm for practice. 

Cambridgeshire G4LHI peterg4lhi@ntlworld. 
com 

http://fists.co.uk/qrs
mailto:qrs@fists.co.uk
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Please Volunteer! 
We’re looking for as many volunteers as possible.  High speed is not a require-
ment; if you can receive and send with good spacing at 10wpm, that’s far more 
valuable than being able to send at 20wpm but with letters and words that run 
together. 
 
If you're not willing to have your telephone number published on the website 
and in Key Note, please consider giving us a telephone number anyway so 
that we can pass it on to individual members if they request it.  This will help us 
to provide a service for members who are not Internet users. 
 
Please send John M0CDL the following details by email to qrs@fists.co.uk or by 
post to: 
 
John Griffin, 35 Cottage Street, Kingswinford, West Midlands, DY6 7QE. 
 
1. Your first name. 
2. Callsign. 
3. Town/City. 
4. Email address.  

Location Station Phone / Email Bands / Availability 

Kingswinford John john@fists.co.uk 160m-70cm.  Most times but not af-
ter 22:00 local weekdays, 22:30 
weekends.  C.W Speed up to 12 wpm. 

West Midlands M0CDL 

London (South) Colin 0203 489 9436 
colin.e.butcher@live. 
com 

40m - 10m & 2m Mon, Wed from 
19:00 UTC on 80m, 40m, 20m.  Sat, 
Sun from 19:00 UTC 40m – 10m, 
2m.  Please contact to arrange sked. 

M0XED 

Nantwich John Phone: On request 160m - 10m & 2m.  Most afternoons 
and evenings.  Up to 20wpm. Cheshire M0JCD M0JCD@talktalk.net 

New Forest Fred Phone: On request 80m, 40m, 20m, 2m 24/7 (by prior 
arrangement).  QRS only (up to 10 
wpm). 

Hampshire M0ICW m0icw@hotmail.co.uk 

Romsey John 07780 992564 
john@telegraph. 
eclipse.co.uk 

40m, 20m, 15m, 10m.  Generally day 
evening & weekend.  Prefer around 
15wpm. 

Hampshire M0XIG 

Stafford Stan 07954 130 390 
stan.raf@hotmail.co. 
uk 

Stan also provides Tuesday GB2CW 
sessions on 2m & 80m. Staffordshire G0BYA 

Stockport Graham webmaster@fists.co. 
uk 

80m-70cm 

Gtr. Manchester G3ZOD 

mailto:qrs@fists.co.uk
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Membership Report Graham G3ZOD, #8385 
 
Firstly, I’d like to join Rob and the committee in extending a 
very warm welcome to Chris, G5VZ, our new Activities Man-
ager.  As this is the last Key Note edition for 2012, I’ll start 
off with information for 2013. 
 
Club Membership (Affiliated Clubs)  Club Membership is 
free.  Clubs are entitled to become FISTS Affiliated Clubs if 
at least one of the club’s members is a current member of 
FISTS and the club’s committee approve the request.  We 
allocate a member number, which can be used on-air with 
the club’s callsign(s).  Clubs can participate in FISTS in a simi-
lar way to members except that we do not normally provide a copy of Key Note 
nor a website account. 
 
Family Membership  Family Membership is also free.  A FISTS member’s family 
members living at the same address are entitled to become FISTS Family Mem-
bers.  They enjoy the same benefits as full members except that we will send at 
most one paper copy of Key Note to an address. 
 
Changes of Email, Postal Address and Callsign  Please remember to tell me 
about changes of email address, postal address and callsign.  Additionally, if you 
become aware of a Silent Key member, please let me know. 
 
Key Note Distribution  The club newsletter/magazine Key Note is produced four 
times a year.  If you have any problems with receiving the paper or “digital” ver-
sions of Key Note, please let me know as soon as possible. 
 
Annual Renewals  Subscriptions become due on 1st April except where mem-
bers have taken out longer subscriptions.  You can tell if yours is due by looking 
at the address label on the Key Note envelope or by logging on to the website—
the renewal date is on the main Members’ Area web page fists.co.uk/members 

5. Telephone number (optional but see next line!). 
6. If you are providing a telephone number, whether we can publish it for all 

members or if we can give it to individual members who request it. 
7. List of bands you can operate on. 
8. When you are available (e.g. during the day, evening or weekend). 
9. Any other brief comments (e.g. preferred highest CW speed). 
10. Permission for us to publish the details you've sent us on the website and 

in Key Note. 

Graham G3ZOD 

https://fists.co.uk/members
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A very warm welcome to our latest members: 

Achievements  Congratulations to the following FISTS Award winners: 
 Ian G4MLW  #130 Millionaire 3 Million Sticker 
 Peter G4LHI  #2219 Prefix Version 1 and Prefix Version 2 
 Erkki OH7QR  #8318 Prefix Version 1 and Prefix Version 2 
 Darren G0OTT  #14062 Millionaire 2 Million Sticker 
 Alan KA5VZG  #15363 Prefix Version 1 and Prefix Version 2 
 Rocky AE7US  #16052 Prefix Version 1 and Prefix Version 2 
 
Details of the awards and how to apply for them are sent out to new members 
and are also available on the website: fists.co.uk/awards. 
 
Congratulations to Carl 2E0CWC #14843 on achieving his full licence and new 
callsign M0SER. 
 
Silent Keys  I’m very sorry to report that the following members are now Silent 
Keys. 
 
 
 
 
 
Signing Off  This is the last Key Note for 2012, our 25th Anniversary Year.  I hope 
everyone has had a good year and enjoyed the anniversary mugs and glasses 
provided earlier and the Eu Silver Jubilee Week 2012 on-air activity.  Thanks 
again to Rob for managing the provision of all these items as well as his many 
years of work with the on-air activities. 
 

All the very best for a happy, healthy and QSO-filled New Year. 
73 de Graham G3ZOD. 

Dick F6GUU 15948 
Paddy M6TXP 15949 
Wolf G4SSX 15950 
Bobby MI0RYL 15951 
Claude ON5BIP 15952 
John OZ3PAX 15953 
David G0FVH 15954 
Cyril G3HQS 15955 
Mike G4YQA 15956 
Jack M0DZM 15957 
Georg DK7LX 15958 
Mark M6BRN 15959 

Zyg G3OKD 15960 
Stuart G3WDL 15961 
Jim G4IJC 15962 
Gary G4UED 15963 
Brian GW4GAS 15964 
Bob M6RWG 15965 
Chris EI6KH 15966 
Roger G4NRG 15967 
Monmouth  
 GWSWL16  15968 
Ben F8GRY 15969 
Johan PA1WO 15970 

Richard MI0RPT 15971 
Roy EI5KE 15972 
Ed G4MZL 15973 
Jul ON4SD 15974 
John G4OJL 15975 
Rik IK2CAW 15976 
Del G4PQX 15977  
Frank ISWL17 15978 
Fab F8ESA 15979 
Eric F5RPN 15980 
Trevor M1CXF 15981 

Alan G3DAC  #24 
Bill GM3LGM  #564 

Fred DL9CE  #6457 
Herbert G3XHR  #13295 

http://www.fists.co.uk/awards
http://fists.co.uk/awards
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Cover photograph: Lifeboat Radio Paul G4BNU, #2854 
 
I needed clips for an antenna but there were none in the house 
or garden shed, so I had to look in the loft (something which I 
avoid like the plague—looking in the roof space, that is). 
 
I came across something I had forgotten about—a lifeboat rig, 
shown on the right and on the front cover of Key Note. 
 
There were many different companies making these rigs with 

various shapes and weights, etc.  Early 
1950s types were shaped like a dust-
bin and were a similar size, weight 
35/40kg!!  Around about 1955 they 
became rectangular with weight 
about 30kg.  All used the old 2V or 
6.3V filament valves.  In the 1960s, 
Marconi Marine brought out a smaller version weigh-
ing 20/25kg, transistorised with a single PA valve; I 

think the valve was a 5763 or 6CH6?  The auto keyer was still mechanical with 
cams etc. 
 
Anyway, up in my roof space I found a solid state one from about 1985/86, 
probably the last years they made them.  It has a 24V hand cranked generator 
and a very nice 7m telescopic antenna which folds down to 20 inches in length.  
The auto keyer, 2 tone alarm etc. is a PCB with ICs on it.  I might crystal it up for 
40m!! 
 
The labels are “dumbed-down” so that most people would be able to operate 
them on voice/auto alarm.  The trouble was sending on the key whilst turning 
the generator handle with the other hand; okay if 
the boat was full of willing volunteers!  You had 
to turn harder when the key was down as the 
voltage dropped! 
 
Notice the small red knob on the Morse key to 
hold down the key for stations to D/F you, a bit 
like the clip on the old RAF bathtub key.  Oh the 
joys of seagoing!  The aerial is a wonderful piece 
of kit.  I think the bottom is fibreglass sections 
which plug together and the top telescoping is 

“Dumbed-down” labels! 

Paul’s lifeboat 
radio 

The lifeboat radio sealed in 
its case 
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aluminium with a wire attached to join to 
rig/ATU.  I will take it out /P next Spring.  
 
The material in the lid is foam (packing) 

around the 
telescopic 
mast, plus a 
battery lead and a separate wire aerial.  I understand 
a box kite was provided as an accessory with some 
units but I have never come across one; great an-
tenna for 500 kHz!  I know the RAF emergency life raft 
radios of years gone by had a box kite antenna with a 
helium filled aluminium tube frame.  A kite needed a 
strong wind; you can’t run far on a lifeboat to launch 
the beast!!  I did have one back in the middle 60s to 
fly on the beach.  I think they fetch a high price now—
should have kept it, hi. 

73 Paul. 
 
For some more information and photographs of life-
boat radios, see the article “Mechanical Morse SOS 
Senders” in the Spring 2011 Key Note. 

Paul G4BNU pictured at 
Loch Striven NATO 

refuelling base back in his 
sea-faring days. 

Morse key and override knob (red) 

Competition: Homebrew Morse Key—Reminder! 
 
Please don’t forget to submit your entries for the Homebrew Morse Key compe-
tition.  Entries can include existing keys or ones made for the competition.  Keys 
can be straight (“pump”) keys, single/double paddles or sideswipers. 
 
 
To enter, please send a photograph of your 
key (or keys) along with a description of what 
parts were used and how you made it.  En-
tries must be received by 31st January 2013 
and can be sent by email to 
keynote@fists.co.uk or by post to: FISTS, PO 
Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, ENGLAND, UK. 
 
 
For the full rules, please see page 13 in the 
Autumn 2012 Key Note. 

Wooden Morse key made by 
Robert, FISTS #15916 

https://fists.co.uk/docs/keynotes/kn0311a5.pdf
mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1012a5.pdf
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SOCWA—Scandinavian Open CW Activity—CQ SAX 
 
The Oland Amateur Radio Society, SK7RN and the Scandinavian CW Activity 
Group (SCAG) are pleased to announce a 
stimulating CW activity (on all the HF 
Bands) for Scandinavian amateur radio 
operators for Calendar year 2013. 
 
SOCWA involves CW (Continuous Wave) 
contact by and between amateur radio 
operators in the Scandinavian countries of 
Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, 
Norway and Sweden. (Prefixes OY, JW, JX, 
OH0 and OJ0 also count as Scandinavian 
countries.)  
 
A Scandinavian amateur radio operator is:  
 
1) an individual who holds a valid permit or license issued by one of the 

Sample SOCWA certificate 

Competition: Best Key Note Article 
 
We are offering another of the excellent Czech Morse 
keys, kindly donated by Mike Bowthorpe of Czech 
Morse Keys czechmorsekeys.co.uk, as a prize for the 
best Key Note article received between 14th January 
and 31st May 2013. 
 
We will take into account relevance to Morse code, interest, originality and il-
lustrations.  The length must be between 800–3,200 words.  (Grammar / spell-
ing will not be a consideration—it’s the content that matters.) 
 
To enter, please send your article(s) by email to keynote@fists.co.uk or by post 
to: FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UK. 
 
Entries will be judged by the FISTS committee along with Mike.   

 
Small print!  To be eligible for the prize, entrants must be 
current members of FISTS HQ (aka “FISTS in Europe”).  
The judges are ineligible.  Articles may be included in fu-
ture editions of Key Note.  You can submit any number of 
articles.  Results will be included in the Summer 2013 Key 
Note.  The judges’ decision is final. Czech Morse key 

http://czechmorsekeys.co.uk/
mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
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New Product: RSGB Centenary Morse Key 
 
As part of the RSGB Centenary 
celebrations we are producing a 
special RSGB Centenary Morse 
Key to commemorate the event. 
 
 
Made by Vibroplex, one of the 
world’s leading Morse key manu-
facturers since 1890, this model 
is not available elsewhere.  
Based on the popular Iambic paddle key design, this unique key will be fully 
functional and a handsome addition to anyone’s shack. 
 
 
The price at the time of writing, excluding delivery, is £159.00 (GBP) for RSGB 
members and £189.00 (GBP) for non-RSGB members. 
 
For more information, please see tinyurl.com/rsgbkey 
 
 
Radio Society of Great Britain, 3 Abbey Court, Priory Business Park, Bedford, 
MK44 3WH, UK. Email: sales@rsgb.org.uk   Telephone: (UK) 01234 832700 

above listed countries, or  
2) an individual whose original license was issued by any one of the afore-

mentioned countries.  
 
Radio amateurs from other countries outside of Scandinavia who register are 
welcome to participate in the SOCWA, but in order to qualify for a Completion 
Certificate, each qualified two-way CW contact must include an amateur opera-
tor from one of the listed Scandinavian countries. 
 
The SOCWA program will be in effect for Calendar Year 2013 (01-Jan-2013 
through 31-Dec-2013) in order to maximize the total amount of qualified two-
way QSOs. 
 
Recommended frequencies (kHz): 1835-1840, 3535-3540, 7035-7040, 10125-
10130, 14035-14040, 18085-18090, 21035-21040, 24905-24910, 28035-28040 
 
The full rules and details of how to participate are available at: 
socwa.se/regler.php. 

RSGB Centenary Morse Key 

http://www.rsgbshop.org/acatalog/Online_Catalogue_What_s_New_26.html#a1_211333
http://www.rsgbshop.org/acatalog/Online_Catalogue_What_s_New_26.html#a1_211333
http://tinyurl.com/rsgbkey
mailto:sales@rsgb.org.uk
http://www.rsgbshop.org/acatalog/Online_Catalogue_What_s_New_26.html#a1_211333
http://socwa.se/regler.php
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Money Saving Methods for Misers 
Part 1: Coax Fittings 
 
This is an extended version of an article David originally wrote for the FISTS 
Down Under newsletter. 
 
When I came into Amateur Radio in the 50’s era, a real “ham” was usually con-
sidered to be in the class of Eccentric Gentlemen.  Although, as the saying goes, 
perhaps “It takes one to recognise one”. 
Not that I could by any means be classed as a gentleman then; I was a teenager, 
had seen little of life and only had a couple of temporary jobs before serving my 
obligatory 2 years in the RAF. 
 
Construction and “roll your own gear” is perhaps not so common these days.  
Black Boxes seem to be the normal way to go, apart from the few.  I venture to 
suggest that those few are the ones who get the most out of the hobby. 
First perhaps I should explain that from my earliest memories, I was brought up 
to assume automatically that when anything went wrong, we repaired it our-
selves; a tradesman coming to our house was indeed unheard of.  And there 
was a war on too for much of this time.  Our tools were limited and so was 
money.  But we managed, in retrospect very well. 
 
Now in Amateur radio, major projects, for newcomers, from scratch and with-
out experience, are likely to be disappointing.  Technology has changed.  Solid 
state devices are taking over and with them miniaturisation which again re-
quires special skills—Black Boxes are much more of an affordable solution.  DIY 
projects are best applied to accessories. 
 
So then why not start with aerials?  Historically, many clever and technically-
minded enthusiasts have spent a lifetime experimenting.  There are some well 
proved and possibly unbeatable designs.  The dream of a magic antenna is al-
ways sought and has never come true.  Much of what was known in Marconi’s 
time around the start of the last century still holds true.  But now materials and 
fittings can be acquired easily, cutting out much of the guesswork. 
To me there seems little satisfaction in rushing out to a shop and purchasing, 
say, a G5RV antenna or worse still, a so called half size one.  It will cost you 
much more than making your own and certainly will not work any better. 
But I am not writing about which antenna you should use, just the easiest, 
cheapest and most satisfying way to make it—without the all too common dis-
appointments of finding it does not work well.  Probably one of the commonest 
faults experienced is with coax connectors. 

David G3SCD/VK3DBD, #3756 
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Another most common fault is not understanding how coax actually works—but 
that is another story.  
 
One would think fitting a plug to a cable ought to be an easy job anyone can do, 
but regrettably not so.  The principles of soldering should be known before you 
start.  It must be clean and it must be hot enough for starters.  There are a num-
ber of different types of coax plugs, and indeed coax cable, but that criterion is 
often of no serious importance to the average ham.  What really matters is that 
the connections are electrically good, physically sound and at all times dry.  Ob-
vious you might think, but simple it is not. 
 
Over the years on the numerous occasions I have offered to help fellow hams 
with antennas problems, they have “tried everything” and the rig will not load, 
or will not “get out” or the SWR is silly and so on.  9/10 times the fault has been 
traced to water in the coax or plugs, bad joints or both.  A good SWR can appear 
on your meter at the same time as the antenna being broken or even discon-
nected.  Oh yes, the power leaving your rig may be quite happy but it may not 
be radiating very far.  I once went to help a very keen and fairly new licence 
holder who wondered if I could assist in finding out why his QTH on a hilltop 
was not “getting out” so well.  Expense was not a problem—he had even 
bought a legal limit linear for 2 meters to overcome the problem (he thought) 
of nearby trees blocking the signal path.  I soon found no less than three com-
pletely melted PL259 / SO259 connectors in his shack to the antenna switching 
unit.  Most of the fittings and coax were new and in good shape.  But a fault 
elsewhere in a poor coax fitting had caused all this damage.  The RF was not 
getting very far at all—just warming up the copper in the heavy, good quality 
coax. 
There are cheap PL-259 plugs and expensive ones.  Depending on your use, 
even the cheapies can be adequate.  But commonsense applies here.  Some of 
the fittings are made for “fat coax” such as 10mm diameter and some for the 
more common 6mm diameter.  Most good general radio textbooks—like the 
RSGB and ARRL produce—cover this and everyone should have at least one.  
Even most of the older ones contain information on stripping coax to fit differ-
ent plugs; usually measurements are given for removing lengths of insulation of 
the inner and outer and these are quite important.  But, looking at a plug intelli-
gently, one can work this out.  
 
Now, soldering creates heat and it is often heat or lack of it which creates all 
the trouble.  A really good connector is silver plated, and the insulation inside is 
made of PTFE, a composition of milky-white appearance otherwise known as 
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Teflon.  It is the same stuff a non-stick frying pan is 
coated with.  Bridges weighing thousands of tons of-
ten have one or both ends sitting on blocks of Teflon 
to allow frequent and indeed constant movement due 
to expansion/ contraction.  Tough stuff indeed. 
Many cheaper plugs have what looks like Teflon but is 
actually some plastic material which easily melts.  
Other plugs have a brown insulator which could be 
another plastic, or Bakelite—a good insulator proba-
bly, but heat it just a bit too much and it burns, turn-
ing it into simple carbon; often only a hairline is a 
fairly good conductor!  So if you are using those sort 
of plugs found in your junk box—or someone else’s—
then beware.  A Megger or other high voltage device will often show up such a 
fault; your multimeter may not.  RF soon finds a track if there is one......... 
 
Soldering to a PL-259 is something most of us do quite frequently.  The centre 
connector is pretty straightforward: make sure it is clean on the inside, a rub 
inside with a needle file pays off, use good multi-core solder (it is not all good).  
Needless to say, avoid external fluxes; they cause corrosion. 
Tin the coax end first, fit it correctly and apply enough heat but not too much 
whilst applying more solder to the inner tube so that it flows and fills up the 
connector. 

 
The more difficult one is the PL-259 that 
takes coax requiring the braid to be sol-
dered, an operation which would normally 
be done before the centre anyway.  This 
takes a lot more heat than most small irons 
can supply and there is a real danger of 
making a dry joint.  Most cheaper plugs are 
nickel plated brass and nickel is not so good 
to solder on.  Don't do it.  It takes a degree 
of care and dexterity to get the braid cut, 
trimmed and fitted through the plug to pro-
trude at the slots or holes provided.  In 
many cases it need not be soldered.  Some 
reducers (sleeves that screw-in to allow 
thinner coax to fit a large aperture plug) will 

often trap the braid adequately for certain uses.  Only your particular use and 

A new and pristine coax 
plug, the ubiquitous 

PL-259 

A poor PL-259 which has burnt with 
RF.  This showed a short on a test me-
ter but initially had no visible signs of 
a fault but close inspection showed 

the burnt spot, which has been 
revealed more by scraping.  
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situation can decide.  The small diameter coax ones with a coarse screw thread 
intended to accept the braid turned back over the outer insulation seem to 
work fine—provided they are properly fitted. They are quick, easy and ade-
quate for most indoor uses where mechanical strain is unlikely to be applied. 
 
In every single instance of fitting any coax plug, ensure and test if possible that 
there are no strands of braid shorting out the inner / outer.  That again can be 
avoided quite well by using the correct trimming-back procedure for the fitting 
in use.  Soldering to the earthy side slots requires a big soldering iron with a 
small enough tip to go into the “earthy” recess and right onto the braid and 
body and pressing down long enough for the heat to be transferred and the 
solder to flow.  More than three or four seconds is too long; you may melt the 
coax insulation.  You must use an iron of perhaps 50 or 75 Watts or more.  The 
tip must be small enough to fit into and touch the braid where it touches the 
body.  If you are working outside on a cool or windy day then that will sap the 
heat to a noticeable degree.  The small gas solder/ flame torches which use 
catalytic heating (no actual flame) on a soldering tip are very good for such 
situations.  But beware—bad ones do not work well.  Good ones are not cheap.  
 
A way to do this latter 
operation is shown in 
the photographs on 
the right.  Take a 
chainsaw file, often 
5/32" or 7/32" diame-
ter (either will suffice), 
and file away the plat-
ing and the brass of 
the plug body near the 
slots or holes (see the 
photographs) until the 
edges are just starting to make the hole effectively larger.  Now you have a 
much thinner metal chunk to solder to and it will heat 100% easier.  You can do 
it both sides, using the braid in two pigtails if you feel keen; slightly more fiddly 
but there is less braid to soak up the heat on each joint. 
 
Now, I did not intend to write an essay on fitting a coax plug.  In fact in my 
school days I would have failed to do so, but it all goes to show the value of ex-
perience.  Wait for the next thrilling instalment all about dipoles! 
 

David, VK3DBD 

Apply a chainsaw file to 
remove excess metal (on 
two sides of the plug if 

you wish). 

Now the area to solder is down to 
shiny new brass and is easier to 
heat and easier to get the braid 

through. 
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Is this the first UK Morse Boot Camp? Roger G3LDI, #14580 
 
Format of the Course 
This all started when a local amateur, Keith M0DZB, asked me if I would be pre-
pared to give him a course on CW.  I obviously said yes and why not join our 
GB2CW on-air evenings.  We have three of those per week in Norwich, one for 
beginners, one for improvers, and one for advanced students.  They have been 
running for several years now and are very popular and also very successful I 
am pleased to say. 
 
However, Keith was leaving the RAF and apparently the RAF would sponsor him 
to take a two week course that would benefit him in a post-RAF life.  Hence the 
question!  I thought that if I was to embark on a two week solid course on CW, 
there might be others interested.  I was holding this course at my house, so I 
put a feeler out at the Club.  To my astonishment I received 12 replies!  This was 
going to be more complicated than I first thought, so I asked Peter M0RYB, and 
also Malcolm, G3PDH, both local tutors, if they could help.  Luckily they could, 
so we evolved three separate classes, in three different rooms, sometimes 
swapping around, with different approaches. 
 
The Course 
The idea was to run from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. each day for five days each week.  
Two had to duck out; one was going to the USA for a few months and the other 
had to work, so we were down to ten.  However, we started and soon dropped 
into a routine.  Regular tea breaks were taken, one in the morning and one in 
the afternoon and also a lunch break. They were not too long, but it enabled us 
to exchange thoughts and ideas, plus take a welcome break from relentless CW.  
Levels of ability varied, ranging from beginners through to some who were al-
ready at about 15-18 wpm and wanted to push themselves up to 25 wpm plus. 
This is why we had to split into three groups. 
 
We used a variety of methods.  The one for the beginners and improvers was 
just to get them to receive at as high a speed as we could in the two weeks.  The 
ones who were already at 15 wpm went through mock QSOs with Malcolm, 
G3PDH and at an ever increasing speed.  Progress was made in all three groups.  
We used TEACH4 by ZL1AN for receive training and using groups that we made 
up ourselves.  We have found that using irregular groups with punctuation 
helps to break a habit that seems almost traditional: that of using regular five 
letter or five figure groups.  We use that program on the air too, as it has a very 
nice side-tone and the CW is machine perfect.  
 

http://www.rsgb.org/morse/schedule.php
http://www.qsl.net/zl1an/Software/software.html
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Progress 
Those that had just 
learned the basic 
code found it hard 
going to progress at 
first, but by sticking 
at it, they soon im-
proved from 0 wpm 
up to about 7 wpm 
by the end of the 
first week.  There 
were the usual 
sticking characters 
that I had to con-
centrate on, like X, 
Z, Y, Q, and, believe 
it or not, C with one 
person!  However, numbers proved a bit easier, so we progressed nicely with 
those.  Punctuation was limited to the usual four:  ? . , and / with the BT barred 
and other oddities explained.  Endless groups all day long make for a very tiring 
day, and with ten days to go, it seemed like purgatory!  However we stuck at it.  
Numbers quickly improved up to about 18 wpm, but call signs and Plain Lan-
guage was more difficult, progress being slow. 
 
By the fourth day of the second week, we were up to about 10 wpm, so I de-
cided to get them to “break their duck” and go on the air.  I had arranged with a 
friend of mine, Dave G3MPN, to listen on 3535 at a certain time.  They had been 
taught the basics of using a straight key, so I got one person to send CQ.  Imag-
ine his utter shock when somebody came back!  He froze and jumped out of the 
chair!  So, I had to then put somebody else on.  He managed a QSO, using the 
basic QSO format, name QTH and RST. This took about 15 minutes to complete, 
but he felt great afterwards!  I am pleased to say that the first person tried it on 
the fifth day and made his first QSO.  Two did not feel competent enough so 
declined to go on the air, but are continuing their practice on our GB2CW 
nights. 
 
Those on the advanced course ended up using their paddles and having mock 
QSOs with Malcolm G3PDH at around 26 wpm, so did really well. 
 
In the meantime, Peter M0RYB was taking a couple, who had been left slightly 

Ray G3XLG,  Les M0UMH  seated.  Jim G4IJC standing.   
Behind.  Roger G3LDI talking to Keith M0DZB 
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behind, on their own in another room. 
 
Results and comments 
We finished the two weeks off very tired and not wishing for a third week!  
However, progress was such that we were all happy, students and tutors alike.  
Several are now on 80m on 3535 kHz in the afternoons, having regular QSOs, so 
if you hear them on, please call in.  They would be very grateful for the QSO and 
the practice.  Some are now going on the air on other bands and doing the 
same.  Several Morse keys have been purchased and several have joined FISTS 
too. 
 
One reason that progress was not quite as fast as I had hoped is that most of 
the students are retired.  Teaching a youngster of about 17 is a doddle because 
his brain is like a sponge anyway and it sinks in that much faster.  Plus, of 
course, some of the younger ones want to be the fastest and best CW op they 
can, so are more likely to do their practice. 
 
Some of the students did take a CW test many years ago and had not touched a 
key since, hence the G3 and G4 calls. 
 
Several of the more advanced students ended up at around 26 wpm, taking 
numbers at 30 wpm.  The intermediate students were between 12 and 16 wpm 
with numbers at around 20 wpm.  The beginners finished around 10 to 12 wpm 
with numbers 
around 16 
wpm. 
 
I always draw 
the analogy of 
learning 
Morse to that 
of learning 
music. You 
will not suc-
ceed by just 
turning up to 
lessons.  
That’s the 
easy bit.  It’s 
the week’s 
practice that 

Standing at the back  Roger G3LDI, Les M0UMH and Malcolm G3PDH 
In the operating chair Paul G3SEM 

Behind Paul L/R Keith M0DZB, Jim G4IJC and Ray G3XLG 
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improves you.  Your tutor is merely a guide and an adjudicator of your progress.  
We can always tell if you haven’t done any practice.  So, if you are not going to 
practice for 30 minutes EVERY night, don’t even bother to start.  Go and watch 
TV instead.  You will be wasting your time and more importantly my time! 
 
I always quote the response of concert pianist John Lill.  He had just finished a 
concert, playing Rachmaninov’s third piano concerto.  Somebody came up and 
said “You are lucky to be able to play like that, Mr. Lill”.  He responded “Yes I 
am, and do you know, the harder I practice the luckier I seem to become”.  
What a brilliant response! 
 
If any of you are interested in becoming a GB2CW volunteer, we are always 
looking for new instructors and assessors.  You have to be a member of the 
RSGB and be able to devote about an hour each week, preferably on two me-
tres.  I am the GB2CW co-ordinator, so please email me if you are interested in 
helping.  If we don’t teach the newbies, who will? 
 

73 de Roger, G3LDI roger@g3ldi.co.uk  
 
TEACH4 by ZL1AN is available from tinyurl.com/teach4 
The GB2CW schedule is available at tinyurl.com/gb2cwschedule 

New Product: CRKITS CRK-10 40m CW Transceiver 
 
The CRK-10 is a tiny 40m CW transceiver kit de-
signed by BD4RG, available as kit or assembled.  
The design is based on the Rockmite but provides 
enhanced firmware including an auto-CQ feature, 
3 Watts output (12 V) and a 2 pole crystal input 
filter. 

It is available for 7.003, 7.010, 7.020, 7.025 
or 7.030 MHz.  The kit version comes with 
SMD components pre-mounted. 
 
At the time of writing, the price less deliv-
ery is $55 (USD) for the kit version and $65 
(USD) for the assembled version. 
 
More information is available on the 
CRKITS website www.crkits.com. 
 
Thanks to Mike G0CVZ for spotting this. CRK-10 kit 

http://www.rsgb.org/morse/schedule.php
http://www.rsgb.org.uk/
mailto:roger@g3ldi.co.uk
http://tinyurl.com/teach4
http://tinyurl.com/gb2cwschedule
http://www.crkits.com/
http://www.crkits.com/
http://www.crkits.com/
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SILENT RUNNING – PART TWO 
Adding Rig Control and Keying Speed  
 
The story so far 
The first part of this article appeared in the 
Autumn 2012 Key Note and described the 
construction of a touch-activated iambic 
keyer.  The keyer uses PICAXE technology so 
its programming is relatively straightforward, 
using BASIC.  To further simplify the hard-
ware, the keyer is built around a PICAXE 
AXE201 module—a complete microcontroller implementation in a 28-pin 
DIL format. 
 
Where next? 
The next steps are to add the hardware necessary to key a transmitter 

and to provide a usable speed control.  
With those hardware additions made we 
can also tidy up the microcontroller code 
(page 30) and start using a text-to-Morse 
technique that will allow future develop-
ment of stored sequences (Memory 
messages) and use as a Morse tutor. 
As a final development, adding an exter-
nal speaker socket allows some addi-

tional flexibility in side-tone. 
 
Keying a transmitter 
There are several options that can be chosen to key a transmitter.  Ini-
tially a simple transistor switch was considered but Graham, G3ZOD sug-
gested that opto-isolation would provide a better solution.  Using an 
opto-isolator like the 4N25 separates the keyer electronics from the ra-
dio’s, avoiding earth loops and the potential for stray DC finding its way 
into expensive transceiver hardware. 
The schematic diagram on the next page shows the 4N25 opto-isolator 
connected to the rig keying pin, leg 22 or PICAXE B.5.  The 4N25 is a six-
pin package with pins 1 and 2 connected to an internal LED so the elec-

Chris Pearson, G5VZ/WG5VZ, #12540 

Chris G5VZ’s touch keyer 

Additional components: 
opto-isolator, resistor, pot and knob 

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1012a5.pdf
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tronics are exactly the same as the red LED we connected to B.7 in part 
one.  The LED in the 4N25 switches a transistor with its leads brought out 
on pins 4, 5 and 6.  (Pin 3 is unconnected.)  The electrical isolation be-
tween input and out is several thousand volts. 
 
The schematic on the right shows how a transistor might be used if a 
suitable opto-isolator isn’t available. 
 
The additional resistor and the 
4N25 DIL package can be 
mounted on the same matrix 
board as the AXE201 module 
and the leads from pins 4 and 5 
on the 4N25 taken to a jack 
socket mounted on the casing. 
This circuit should key most 
transmitters but please do 

Keyer schematic 

Alternative keying circuit using a transistor 
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check that the transmitter you are keying can be switched by taking the 
control wire to ground.  Note that keying with either an opto-isolator or 
a transistor is unlikely to be compatible with older valve (tube) rigs that 
use, for example, cathode or grid block keying. 
 
The microcontroller activates the keying line by simply changing the state 
of output B.5 which is given the name txPin in the program code.  The 
key line is kept active while the side-tone is audible using the same tim-
ing parameters for both. 
 
Speed control 
Some microprocessor-controlled keyers use a menu 
system to set parameters and defining speed, which 
often seems much more complicated than its ana-
logue equivalent: a simple rotary pot.  Since the PI-
CAXE has the ability to read varying voltage levels 
and then convert them to digital form on its ADC 
inputs, we are able to use a traditional potentiome-
ter to set the keyer speed. 
 
Placing a 47k linear pot between the five-volt rail and ground allows only 
a very small current to flow while taking the slider of the potentiometer 
to ADC input lets us measure the position of the pot which is propor-
tional to the voltage on that input.  In the program listing the input is de-

fined as speedPot.  
When the voltage is 
at 5V the digital value 
is 255 and when it is 
at ground potential, 
0V, the value is zero. 
 
The value on ADC 
channel 2 is checked 
on every pass 
through the main 
program loop so the 
speed pot can be ad-
justed at any time. 

Pot connections for 
clockwise rotation 

increasing keyer speed 

Keying and speed control wired-up 
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External speaker jack and side-tone 
The external speaker jack is wired in parallel with the internal speaker 
with the mute contact optionally disconnecting it.  Since the side-tone 
sound is used to time the rig keying, if no side-tone is required replace 
the sideTone variable assignment as follows: 

 
' * *** 
' * *** Control values 
' * ***  
 symbol sideTone = 100    ' Side tone note 
 symbol silentTone = 0    ' Silence 

with 
 

' * *** 
' * *** Control values 
' * ***  
 symbol sideTone = 0    ' Side tone silent 
 symbol silentTone = 0    ' Silence 

 
These developments make the PICAXE keyer a useful addition to the 
shack—a functional iambic key and keyer. 

Program listing keyer_axe201_05.bas 
 
This can be downloaded from fists.co.uk/knadditional.html 
 
#picaxe 28x2 
 
' * *** ******************************************************************************************* 
' * *** 
' * *** PICAXE Morse Keyer 
' * *** Iambic A Version 2.1 
' * *** Chris Pearson, G5VZ 
' * *** October 2012 
' * *** 
' * *** Version 2 updates: 
' * *** Rotary control for speed selection 
' * *** Output to key a transmitter 
' * *** Version 2.1: minor corrections - 
' * *** 1 LED Active high (Not low!) 
' * *** 2 Use keyRig flag so transmit control is selectable (eg FB is not transmitted!) 
' * *** 
' * *** ******************************************************************************************* 
' * *** 
' * *** Storage 
' * *** 
      EEPROM (%01001000, %00011000)             ' "FB" 
 
 
' * *** ******************************************************************************************* 
' * *** 
' * *** Inputs and outputs 
' * *** 
      symbol dahPin = 1                         ' Touch input - ADC channel 1 
      symbol ditPin = 0                         ' Touch input - ADC channel 0 
      symbol speedPot = 2                       ' Rotary speed setting: IO pin A.2 is ADC channel 2 
      symbol sidePin = B.6                      ' Side-tone audio output 
      symbol ledPin = B.7                       ' Panel LED - active high 
      low ledPin                                ' LED off 
      symbol txPin = B.5                        ' Default rig keyer output 
      low txPin                                 ' Rig control line inactive (Receive mode) 
 
' * *** 
' * *** Control values 
' * ***       
      symbol sideTone = 100                     ' Side tone note 
      symbol silentTone = 0                     ' Silence 
       

http://fists.co.uk/knadditional.html#kn1012
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' * *** 
' * *** Variables 
' * ***       
      symbol storedByte = b0                    ' Used to read out of EEPROM store 
      symbol loopCount = b1                     ' Loop counter 
      symbol bitValue = b2                      ' Used in bit shifting 
      symbol characterCounter = b3              ' Used to count characters in a string 
      symbol keyRig = b4                        ' Flag determines whether to key attached radio 
      keyRig = 0                                ' Default setting is don't key transmit line 
      symbol startFlag = b5                     ' Flag start bit in character code 
      symbol touchValue = w10                   ' Touch sensor input value 
      symbol speedValue = b6                    ' Raw speed pot reading 
      symbol currentSpeed = b7                  ' Active raw speed value 
      currentSpeed = 0 
      symbol ditLength = b10 
      symbol dahLength = b11 
      symbol silencePeriod = b12 
      symbol betweenCharacters = b13 
 
 
' * *** ******************************************************************************************* 
' * *** 
' * *** Blink the LED 
' * *** 
      low ledPin                                ' LED off 
      pause 100 
      gosub blinkLED 
' * *** 
' * *** Send welcoming "FB" 
' * *** 
      gosub setSpeed                            ' Set Morse speed to current pot position 
      gosub sendFB 
 
' * *** ******************************************************************************************* 
' * *** 
' * ***      Main program loop 
' * *** 
 
main: 
 
      keyRig = 1                                ' All Morse now echoed to key rig output line 
 
do 
      touch16 dahPin,touchValue                 ' Read dah touch sensor into touchValue 
      ''sertxd("dahPin value is ", #touchValue, cr, lf) 
      if touchValue > 600 then 
            gosub sendDit 
      endif 
       
      touch16 ditPin,touchValue                 ' Read dit touch sensor into touchValue 
      ''sertxd("ditPin value is ", #touchValue, cr, lf) 
      if touchValue > 600 then 
            gosub sendDah 
      endif 
       
      gosub setSpeed                            ' Sending speed may be changed 
 
loop 
 
end 
 
' * *** 
' * ***      End of main program loop 
' * *** 
 
' * *** ******************************************************************************************* 
 
' * *** 
' * ***      Subroutines 
' * *** 
 
sendDit: 
' * ***      Subroutine to output a single dit 
      low ledPin 
      if keyRig = 1 then 
            high txPin                          ' Transmit line toggled when keyRig set high 
      end if 
      sound sidePin, (sideTone, ditLength) 
      high ledPin 
      low txPin 
      sound sidePin, (silentTone, silencePeriod) 
 
      return 
 
sendDah: 
' * ***      Subroutine to output a single dah 
      low ledPin 
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      if keyRig = 1 then 
            high txPin                          ' Transmit line toggled when keyRig set high 
      end if 
      sound sidePin, (sideTone, dahLength) 
      high ledPin 
      low txPin 
      sound sidePin, (silentTone, silencePeriod) 
 
      return 
       
sendChar: 
' * ***      Subroutine to send one Morse character 
      startFlag = 0                             ' Start flag reset 
      for loopCount = 0 to 7 
            bitValue = storedByte % 2           ' Shift out LSB 
            if startFlag = 0 then 
                  if bitValue = 1 then 
                        startFlag = 1           ' Start of character data 
                  end if 
            else 
                  if bitValue = 1 then          ' Send element of character data 
                        ''sertxd("Dah",cr,lf) 
                        gosub sendDah 
                  else 
                        ''sertxd("Dit",cr,lf) 
                        gosub sendDit 
                  end if 
            end if 
            storedByte = storedByte / 2         ' Shift byte one bit right 
      next loopCount 
      ''sertxd("Character space", cr, lf) 
      gosub sendSpace                           ' Space between characters 
 
      return 
       
sendSpace: 
' * ***      Subroutine to wait inter-character space 
      sound sidePin, (silentTone, silencePeriod) 
       
      return 
       
sendFB: 
' * ***      Reads the welcome message (Default is "FB") from store and output the Morse 
      for characterCounter = 0 to 1             ' Two characters of "FB" 
            read characterCounter,storedByte    ' Read Morse character from store 
            ''sertxd("Byte read is ", #storedByte) 
            gosub SendChar                      ' and send it 
      next characterCounter 
 
      return 
       
blinkLED: 
' * ***      Briefly illuminate the LED 
      high ledPin                               ' LED on 
      pause 100 
      low ledPin                                ' LED off 
       
      return 
       
setSpeed: 
      readadc speedPot,speedValue               ' Speed pot processing 
      speedValue = 255 - speedValue             ' Reverse direction of rotary control (!) 
      if currentSpeed <> speedValue then       
            ''sertxd("Raw pot value changed to ", #speedValue, cr, lf) 
            currentSpeed = speedValue 
            ditLength = currentSpeed / 12       ' Scale the basic timing unit 
            if ditLength < 2 then 
                  ditLength = 2                 ' No extreme speeds! 
            end if 
            ''sertxd("Speed set to ", #ditLength, cr, lf) 
            dahLength = ditLength * 3 
            silencePeriod = ditLength 
            betweenCharacters = ditLength * 3 
      end if 
 
      return 
       
' * *** 
' * ***      End of program 
' * *** 
 
' * *** ******************************************************************************************* 
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Hebridean Interlude Geoff G3MLL, #15805 
 
The Hotel bedside phone rang.  It was Ian, the 
owner of the Hotel.  “Two blokes on the way up to 
see you, in Civvies, but say they are RAF Police”. 
Swinging my legs out of bed, the previous night’s 
whisky cleared instantly.  I knew what this was 
likely to be about.  A rap on the door followed. 
 
Six weeks previously, I had at that time been 
based for a couple of years on the staff of the Joint 
Anti-Submarine School in Londonderry.  I was be-
coming uneasy that I, as an Air Signaller, would 
soon be “Back in the Back of a Shack” (Shackleton 
aircraft).  For this I had no desire.  A general circu-
lation signal came to my attention however—“Air 
Signaller volunteer required for a one year unaccompanied ground posting in 
the Outer Hebrides”.  This did not qualify as fun and I was probably the only 
contender.  I was on my way a fortnight later, with a Movement Order to report 
to RAF Stornoway, The Hebrides. 
 
On the Stornoway dockside, my query as to how to get to RAF Stornoway 
caused various mutterings followed by, “Closed down, 1948”.  Nonplussed, I 
booked into an almost deserted Hotel. 
 
A bus journey to the Airfield the next day confirmed my predicament.  Entirely 
civilian, only two BEA flights a week to Inverness, just a small civilian Met. Of-
fice, nothing else.  The Tower was locked and deserted.  What to do?  Ian, the 
Hotel owner, suggested I sat tight, saying that if it all went pear-shaped, he 
would stand the bill, as I was the most interesting thing that had happened for a 
long while. 
 
Caution was due, however.  There was another RAF Unit on Lewis and Harris, a 
small, rocket tracking out-station of the Benbecula Range, RAF Aird Uig.  I tele-
phoned.  The Adjutant was unhelpful—“You are nothing to do with us.  The best 
thing you can do is buzz off back to where you came from.  Goodbye”.  The 
phone banged down. 
 
It had not occurred to me that since I had descended from the Ferry, a certain 
sequence of events was likely to follow.  It is 1958, a wide-eyed young RAF Sgt 
in Best Blue arrives asking for an RAF Station that does not exist.  Probably a 
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hundred people had heard this gossip and expanded on it within twenty four 
hours. 
 
Ian had been astute in his offer; the small Hotel bar suddenly became moder-
ately more busy as people sidled in to view this curious new resident.  Some 
would engage me in conversation over a dram; it was all very flattering.  One, 
called Murdo, actually took me on a day’s tour of the Island in his Austin.  Every-
body wanted to know what I was doing there; much clucking and wagging of 
heads when I told them (truthfully) that I’d absolutely no idea. 
 
A few days later events took an unpleasant jerk forward, Ian dropping a news-
paper on my breakfast table.  “You are famous” he said.  “First RAF Boffin Ar-
rives”, “Giant New RAF Base”, “Death Ray Development?”, “Kirk will protest 
Sunday working threat!”.  My friendly guide Murdo was a journalist.  Outcome, 
someone at RAF Aird Uig reads this and naturally phones the Mainland to ask 
what is going on.  Result, the sharp knocking on my Hotel bedroom door. 
 
The Service Police duo, Sgt and Cpl, glared at me malevolently.  “There has been 
a security breech.  You are to return with us to the mainland”.  A long tedious 
conversation followed, their aggression turning to frustrated confusion at my 
dogged refusal to “leave my post” without the expressed authority of my (non-
existent) Commanding Officer.  They were under-briefed and had no supporting 
documentation, whereas I had my Movement Order.  I also gently put the 
thought in their heads of the appalling Public Relations arising from me being 
bundled onto the ferry, kicking and screaming.  “We will be back” the Sgt said 
darkly.  However, they left on the next ferry without me, a box of haddock be-
ing their consolation prize.  They had obviously made telephone calls… 
 
The appointed C.O., a serious young ground-signals Flying Officer, was hurried 
to the island within the week.  After a couple of hours of verbal sparring, we 
came to an understanding as to what had taken place.  Half a dozen airmen fol-
lowed, they living in digs in town.  I was billeted in a wooden hut on the airfield.  
Our workplace was a dank-smelling WW2 concrete bunker on the Airfield.  With 
some difficulty, a hole was bashed through the roof and a small steerable horn 
antenna fitted.  Bearded hairy civilian electronics experts arrived from RAF Bos-
combe Down, installed Electronic Counter Measures monitoring gear and Telex 
facilities with encryption.  We were soon in business, monitoring V Bomber 
emissions. 
 
A familiar (to me, being ex-Coastal Command) antenna-festooned Eastern Bloc 
trawler soon parked itself half a mile away trying to suss-out what we were do-
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ing.  In that we did not transmit with our antenna, 
(which was also only a couple of feet high and thus 
hardly visible), it must have been the newspaper 
article we supposed.  The C.O. did not know what to 
do, so, as C.O.’s normally did, did nothing.  I sug-
gested he stand on the beach and shout “Go 
Away!” but he seemed reluctant to take this action 
in case a third world war should ensue. 
 
Once running smoothly, it was clear that we were 
over-manned.  I suggested to the C.O. that I move 

on (before they had a chance of zooming me back on Shackletons).  I pushed my 
luck and suggested Yorkshire, 
i.e. as far away from Coastal 
Command as possible; to my 
surprise, my current 
“volunteer” status seemed to 
be recognised as I received a 
plum posting to RAF Topcliffe, 
Yorkshire.  For years, I’ve 
wanted to take a sentimental 
journey back to Stornoway… 
but it’s a long way… 
 

Geoff, G3MLL. 

More modern Russian “Spy” 
Trawler 

My Stornoway Billet, me the only occupant. 
It’s still there after 50 years! 

New Product: The Flying Pig Rig 40m CW Transceiver Kit 
 
The Flying Pig Rig 40m CW Transceiver provides a full 5 
Watts output (7,030.7 kHz) using 13.6 VDC. 
Full QSK, one sideband only, single conversion design. 
Includes built-in keyer IC. 
 
The kit includes all electrical parts to create a functioning 
transceiver, including  2 phone jacks, a BNC jack, a push-button, volume/on-off 
switch, magnet wire, heat sink mounting screws and nuts. 
 
It’s available from Kits and Parts dot Com.  At the time of writing, the price is 
$40 (USD) excluding delivery. 
Kits and Parts Dot Com website: kitsandparts.com 
Email: info5@kitsandparts.com 

http://kitsandparts.com/fpra-7030.7.php
http://kitsandparts.com/
mailto:info5@kitsandparts.com
http://kitsandparts.com/fpra-7030.7.php
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Review: The CW Touch Keyer P1  Chris G5VZ, #12540 
 
At the end of April, G0POT told the FISTS Yahoo! Group that he operated from 
his bed during the hours of the night.  But, he explained, his Morse key dis-
turbed his wife who prefers to sleep in silence.  “What” he asked “are you other 
‘nocturnal tappers’ using?” 
 
And, as is often the case, a deluge of ideas, suggestions and oblique opinion was 
posted in response.  Tony, G3ZRJ suggested trying—as he put it—“the psycho-
logical approach”, adding “Make amorous noises in your wife’s ear, she will al-
most certainly behave as if she is totally asleep, then commence using the radio 
and whatever key you want!” 
 
I was persuaded by arguments favouring a touch keyer.  I immediately discov-
ered the web site cwtouchkeyer.com (A bit of a give-away as a url, maybe!) and 
almost without hesitation ordered a Model P1BS Touch Paddle Keyer.  You may 
infer from this narrative that I crave instant gratification: since the delivery on 
the keyer was quoted as two weeks, I was motivated to also make my own.  But 
that’s another story.  (And which is the subject of another piece in this Key 
Note.) 
 
As it was, the keyer arrived in a 
cube of brown corrugated card-
board just ten days later, having 
made its way from the USA.  The 
box contained the keyer, a 12-page 
user guide and a small bag contain-
ing a 2.1mm DC plug and three, 
3.5mm jack plugs.  (A nice touch, 
supplying all the plugs you’ll need.) 
 
The keyer is a substantial piece of kit!  Solidly built and heavy, for sure.  It does 
exactly what you’d expect it to do and the manual is comprehensive and accu-
rate. 
 
What’s it like to use? 
It’s worth saying at the outset that touch keyers are, as claimed, easy to use and 
have a responsiveness you might not expect from paddles that don’t move as 
your fingers and thumbs do.  But (There is always a but…) I discovered that I 
have a lazy thumb!  As you can see from the photo, with paddles I send with my 
left hand and I have over the years taken to resting my thumb on the right-hand 

P1BS Touch Keyer box contents 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/fistscw/
http://cwtouchkeyer.com/
http://www.cwtouchkeyer.com/P1BSW.htm
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paddle, making dahs with a kind of thumb-twitch 
while my first finger moves on and off the dit pad-
dle.  On a touch-paddle keyer this counts as sloppy 
sending and, of course, generates spurious dahs.  I 
have (Through plenty of mental anguish and sub-
conscious retraining) now cured myself of this. 
 
I put the touch keyer in front of G4FPO and he im-
mediately began to send faultless Morse.  And con-

tinued to do so. 
 
What’s the score? 
So: it is heavy enough with stuck-on rub-
berised feet and it doesn’t slide about on 
the desktop.  It is solidly constructed and 
should survive most shack environments 
plus average portable usage.  It’s 
straightforward to use and the manual 
explains what you need to know.  
(Everything I needed to know, anyway!)  
The P1 scores 4.9/5 on eHam and I just couldn’t understand why anyone would 
mark it down!  The two scores that fall short of perfect 5/5 are given because of 
RFI issues: since I haven’t experienced either RFI generated by the keyer or 
transmitter-effects on the P1, I cannot comment.  There are 76 other reviewers 
on eHam.com who haven’t noticed RFI issues, either.  I’ll happily give it 5/5. 
 
It is a gadget, true.  And it is quite expensive.  But unless you especially want to 
spend time building your own, if you want a touch keyer this should be close to 
or at the top of your list. 
 
The P1BS touch keyer (P1 with additional battery saver and battery monitor 
features) is, at the time of writing, on offer at $124.00 (USD) plus shipping.  The 
P1 is on offer at $109 (USD). 
 
A mini touch paddle, the P6W, is available to replace a mechanical two-paddle 
key and that plugs into a radio with internal keyer or a separate keyer.  That’s 
$55 (USD) plus shipping. 
 
Other reviews of the P1 are at tinyurl.com/cwtkp1review 
 
CW TOUCH PADDLES web: cwtouchkeyer.com  
Email: to cwtouchkeyer@aol.com Phone: (USA) 508-837-0092 

P1BS underside and rear panel 

Using the P1BS 

http://www.eham.net/reviews/detail/5360
http://www.cwtouchkeyer.com/P1BSW.htm
http://www.cwtouchkeyer.com/SPECIALS.htm
http://www.cwtouchkeyer.com/P6.htm
http://tinyurl.com/cwtkp1review
http://cwtouchkeyer.com/
mailto:cwtouchkeyer@aol.com
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Learning the Code in Later Life— 
My Semi-modern Way!  
 
I write this as I move on from the 
‘start of learning Morse Code’.  You 
could see on my QRZ.com page 
that I commenced at Christmas 
2010, even before being granted an 
Amateur radio licence and I also 
joined FISTS at that time.  I had 
been wanting to learn Morse for 
many years and although I had 
toyed with it as a youngster, I never 
learned more than a few characters 
and most of those as ‘opposites’, 
which we now know is not a good way to do it, as, like other so-called helpful 
methods, it requires using a ‘look-up table’ in your mind so that initial good 
learning has to be then un-learnt.  Luckily no one told me of some of the other 
problem methods to try and learn.  I now know, after years of wasted time in 
life’s examinations, that my brain tends to learn best in the ‘old fashioned’ way 
of rote learning and I therefore made up some ‘flash cards’ and had the code 
memorised in about two or three days.  Using the code though was quite an-
other matter, as hearing the sound required the ‘look up table’ to be run in my 
memory bank before the answer came.  I read into methods of learning and 
found that there were three main methods for learning the code: 
 
1) The Koch method, which appears to be the best and most effective way of 

learning for most people.  The idea is that the candidate only learns two 
characters to start with but they are delivered at the speed that will be as-
pired to.  When the student can manage about 90% accuracy on a few min-
utes of random code, then a further character is added.  You therefore learn 
at the optimum rate but cannot use the code until all 40 characters are 
learned plus a few punctuations.  This method was of no use to me as I just 
could not ‘hear’ the code at the speed I wanted.  I used to find a speed of 20 
wpm sounded like a buzz.  I still just panic and freeze if I hear Morse quicker 
than I can manage. 

2) ‘Farnsworth’ is another method.  Here the code is sent at a slower speed, 
preferably not below 15 wpm (character speed), or the candidate ceases to 
hear the rhythm of the character.  There are long gaps between characters 

Paul at work with Rich G4FAD’s NATO Key 

Paul M0PNA, #14564 

http://www.qrz.com/db/M0PNA
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and words to allow for thinking time.  Gratification is instant in that you feel 
that you are achieving real translation albeit slowly.  If something is fun then 
you derive pleasure from it and that makes you want to do more.  The dan-
ger with this method is that there are definite threshold speeds—a sort of 
ceiling that has to be pushed through.  Farnsworth still requires that look-up 
table and only constant practice can push the code out of the thinking part 
of the brain and into the automatic subconscious part. 

3) The jump in at the deep end—sink or swim method—this from stories I have 
heard is how some people learned to run code at high speeds within weeks 
of starting.  I have to believe them but know that I cannot go that way.  I am 
sure that there are many other methods and look forward to hearing of 
them. 

 
Farnsworth, then, was the route for me and I kept detailed notes in the early 
stages which showed how I crawled from 3 wpm (if I was lucky) slowly upwards.  
I knew that it was going to be a long road, but I wanted to do it, which is half 
the battle.  I was lucky that in the early stages of learning I found ‘Teach4’ by 
ZL1AN on the Internet and that free software was, and still is for me, wonderful.  
I use it regularly both as a measure for copying texts (press reports of obscure 
NZ sports results so that numbers and text are combined as I have found that 
letters or numbers separately are much easier) and also more now for hitting 
some ‘rogue characters’ with a few sessions, as it is surprising what a stumbling 
block they can be to overall speed.  You do not have the time to read all my 
struggles, so I intend to list some of the tools in my box of ‘rote learning’ tricks. 
 
AA9PW (Simon Twigger) has a useful site on the Internet, but for me his Ham 
Morse App ( tinyurl.com/hammorse ), which I have on my iPhone, is a dream.  I 
listen to BBC World News (UK) everyday and have been doing so since I man-
aged to get to his lowest speed of 5wpm.  Of course you must ‘learn or ignore’ 
several other characters like ; $ ‘ – but often I just try and put a line down as I 
do when I miss a character.  It is real news headlines and saves me reading the 
newspaper!  The equivalent Internet version I use is called RSS to Morse 
( tinyurl.com/rssmorse ) and, despite dire warnings from Microsoft, loads very 
easily from SourceForge.  It works wherever there is an Internet connection and 
my boss has become used to me scribbling away at my desk during lunch break 
with my headphones on. 
 
LCWO (Learn CW Online) ( lcwo.net ) is by Fabian Kurz, DJ1YFK, and very useful 
in that there are several ways of using it from simple rote learning to word or 
call sign tests.  Other programs match his work and a trawl of the Internet al-

http://www.qsl.net/zl1an/Software/software.html
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ham-morse/id315980140?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ham-morse/id315980140?mt=8
http://tinyurl.com/hammorse
http://morse-rss-news.sourceforge.net/
http://tinyurl.com/rssmorse
http://lcwo.net/
http://lcwo.net/
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ways seems to find new ones; some are useful, some just copy someone else’s 
ideas.  I hope that some will be useful to me in the future when my copying skill 
gets better.  I am sure that everyone has their favourites but for me, ringing the 
changes keeps the variety going.  One of my favourites is an old piece of soft-
ware (you need Windows XP or older) called CW Freak ( tinyurl.com/cwfreak ).  
I use this as my monthly test and graph the result.  The line still keeps moving 
upwards!  There are several ways to cheat, I suppose, but why bother?  There is 
someone in Thailand (now well above my level) who watched my score for the 
month and always put in a last minute challenge to get in front.  I do love the 
competitive edge and found it amusing to see his reaction on the ‘month list’ 
within a few hours! 
 
GB2CW ( tinyurl.com/gb2cwschedule ) are regular scheduled ‘on the air trans-
missions’.  I have listened to several over the years in different parts of the 
country both on 2 metres and HF.  I currently listen to one from Telford made 
by Martyn (G3UKV), who is very friendly and gives a well paced code at 5, 8 & 
12 wpm of extracts from RadCom on a Thursday morning.  He also sends some 
numbers through at 10 wpm afterwards.  Some clubs also transmit code; these 
can vary in quality both in terms of transmission clarity and speed.  I have heard 
that other countries also transmit for beginners but I have not located them on 
air.  Perhaps I need a better antenna.  It is useful to have a break from com-
puter generated code and hear a real transmission, though some people also 
transmit by computer or with keyboard generated code, so you get the practice 
but with static.  I have now got to the stage where I can sometimes eavesdrop 
on other conversations, which is good practice without the stress of trying to 
get everything down and make a sensible reply.  I especially do this with compe-
titions as it is fun trying to copy call-signs.  I was fortunate in the early days to 
get a lesson from Roger Cooke (G3LDI) when I was visiting the Norfolk area.  He 
‘promoted’ me out of my low speed lethargy and assessed a speed I should be 
working with.  Nothing focuses the mind like having a real person evaluating 
you and that includes the several very patient FISTS members who have suf-
fered my attempts at code on the bands.  I refrain from mentioning their names 
but a few have been exceptionally helpful and kind.  Occasionally I have had a 
knock back ‘on air’, but it seems to me that as long as you keep away from 
weekends or competitions, most people are friendly.  Why bother to answer 
the CQ if you do not want the chat?  I do miss having a very local person to help 
me with radio etiquette and I learn most of that from reading about other peo-
ple’s complaints. 
 
I also use a Kent battery operated ‘Tutor’ which sends letters or numbers or 

http://www.ji0vwl.com/cw_freak_e.html
http://tinyurl.com/cwfreak
http://www.rsgb.org/morse/schedule.php
http://tinyurl.com/gb2cwschedule
http://www.kent-engineers.com/TUTORinfo.htm
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punctuation and I use it for copying behind practice at bedtime and for learning 
with my straight key.  An MFJ-418 tutor, which also sends QSO’s, can be amus-
ing, especially for hearing the excuse for going QRT, e.g. mow the lawn, go 
shopping.  It is very useful on planes and trains and I once had great fun on a 
mountainous coach ride pretending I was a Radio ‘Op’ on the high seas.  I have 
25 wpm ‘books’ playing in the car on the MP3 player as that gets me used to 
the rhythm even though I cannot decode more than the odd letters.  It is inter-
esting to find that code that used to be unintelligible is now starting to make 
sense. 
 
When I am feeling tired, I run code at slow speed such as the Internet Beacon 
on QsoNet / CQ100 ( qsonet.com ) or an App on the iPhone called ‘words’ and 
try to decode them in my head.  In bed sometimes I use a ‘space’ pen that can 
write upside down and can therefore copy until I fall asleep.  When I am 
brighter, I turn the speed up to, what is for me, silly speeds and see what hap-
pens.  A New Zealand friend stated that sometimes alcohol helps as it inhibits 
the worry of getting the coding wrong!  A marvellous training aid—hi hi 
 
I expect that others have ‘games’ to play for learning and would welcome other 
ideas.  The last few months have been a bit of a disaster for me with radio faults 
and work / home pressures.  Provided the break is not too long, a short gap 
does not seem to dent the competency already there.  In fact sometimes it 
might even help, as with learning 
Morse you are training the subcon-
scious side of the brain and that carries 
on learning on its own and mine cer-
tainly does not agree to being hurried. 
 

73 Paul.  M0PNA 
paul@fulbrook.co.uk 

The MFJ-418 tutor (left) and the Kent tutor 
(right, no longer in production). 

 
My wife bought me a fleece hat which has 
built in earphones—just great for using in 

the outdoors waiting for a filming opportu-
nity without everyone wondering what the 

nerd is listening to! 

http://www.mfjenterprises.com/Product.php?productid=MFJ-418
http://qsonet.com/
http://qsonet.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/morse-words/id467401476?mt=8
mailto:paul@fulbrook.co.uk
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The ‘Sparrow’ Aerial for 6 Meters Dick SV0XBN/9, #7167 
 
In the Spring edition of Key Note on page 15, I read the short article by Ian, 
G6TGO, on the 6m Sporadic E Season.  I have been intrigued by 6m for some 
time and thought I might well ‘have a go’ on the band. 
 
In true Amateur Spirit, I decided that I would spend no money at all in getting 
on Six and so an old tarnished SO-239 that had been kicking around for over 25 
years was put to use, the soldering iron warmed up (okay, left in the sun) and a 
simple vertical with two radials was cobbled together using some wire taken 
from an old mains lead. 
 
This was taped to a damaged fishing pole and this was fixed to the solar panel 
supports by way of some duct tape.  An existing ten meter length of RG213 was 
attached and the rig turned on.  
 
Now what? 
I look at the band plan and Ian’s article and tune the rig to somewhere near 
50,098.  
I hear some CW—Someone calling CQ—it is a UR5—wow, the aerial works! 
I send my call—Nothing.  The UR5 has gone.  No matter, I will tune round.  
Another UR5 calling CQ—I answer—again nothing as he disappears. 
This is frustrating. 
 
I busy myself clearing up some of the mess I made during my soldering exercise 
and then hear an HA8.  I call him, he replies, we have the QSO and I sit back 
very contented—my first QSO on 6 and just a tad over 1,000 km on a piece of 
old mains wiring! 
 
The following day I get round to putting an SWR meter on the aerial and find, to 
my horror, that it shows an SWR of about 20:1.  This cannot be right or else the 
old TS-590 would have objected somewhat.  I return to the roof and, after sev-
eral trips back down to the calculator, decide that my radials are too short.  I 
lengthen them but the SWR is still way, way up. 
 
I ponder for a while and then take the vertical down and make up a dipole with 
freshly cut old mains lead.  This is put up on the damaged fishing pole and is 
configured roughly vertically but with a slope of about 60%. 
 
The SWR is checked and once again shows as being about 15:1—this cannot be 
right and so the meter is dispensed with and the rig’s internal meter is relied 
upon instead.  This shows about 1.5:1. 
 

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0312a5.pdf
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Due to family commitments I am unable to try the dipole until the following 
evening, but when I next turn the rig on, I hear a YO9 who is about 30 over.  I 
call him and as soon as we’ve finished, I am called by an OH5.  We exchange 
details and find that he is just over 2,800 km away.  For my paltry 30 Watts and 
mains cable dipole, I am seriously impressed! 
However, I do not think you can call the aerial an ‘OWL’ design, more of a Spar-
row lash up! 
 
So now what? 
Do I invest in a ‘proper’ aerial for the 
band?  If so I will need a rotator, a 
proper pole to fix it to along with 
guy wires and the rest.  Good but 
expensive.  I think we will see how 
we get on with the “High Gain” Spar-
row vertical dipole first and maybe 
then, when ‘She Who Must Be 
Obeyed’ is in a good mood (about as 
often as sunspot maxima), a proper 
aerial can be ‘moved in’ on the 
quiet! 
 
Sparrow Antenna Update. [End of 
July] 
The antenna was in place for a total 
of 6 weeks and one day.  Operation 
was on an ‘as and when’ basis due to 
other family commitments but we 
had 42 QSOs and worked a total of 
31 grids. 
 
Best DX was OH5LK at 2,812 km and 
17 countries were worked including 
ST2 (Khartoum in Sudan).  I never 
heard the band ‘wide open’, but was 
pleased to be ‘popular’ when the 
band was usable.  Not bad for 30 
Watts and a piece of mains cable! 

Yammas! 
Dick.  SV0XBN/9.  FISTS #7167. 

“Sparrow” aerial.  Note the cloudy sky!  These 
clouds lasted for 20 minutes and were gone! 

  
I have taken the dipole down now and fitted 

up a horizontal dipole made out of aluminium 
tubing. 

  
Oh, and I now know why it is called the 

'Magic Band'. 
Each time I go on it, everyone disappears, like 

magic!  
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Genesis G3020 SDR Transceiver Kit Paul M0PNN, #14593 
  
I have built a few simple kits in the past but nothing as complex as the G3020. 
My level of technical expertise is limited.  I am a groundsman by trade, so I 
could at a push explain the difference between an FET gate and a garden gate. 
 
Computers and radios should be kept as far apart as possible.  Anyone who, like 
me, connected a ZX Spectrum to their radio in the nineteen eighties will know 
what I mean.  Every cable was wrapped up in a ferrite rod to reduce the infer-
ence.  Once the QRM was reduced the rewards were amazing.  I can remember 
watching TASS, amateur RTTY, weather fax stations and decoding CW and SSTV. 
Thankfully things have made some progress.  Computer QRM should be much 
less today. 
 
After reading about SDR and playing with online SDR radios, I really wanted to 
try one out at home but commercial SDR transceivers are expensive and what if 
I did not like it.  Eventually I came across GenesisRadio in Australia selling SDR 
transceiver kits designed by YU1LM.  I chose the G3020 because it had two of 
my favourite bands: 20 and 30 metres. 
 
The Genesis G3020 is a direct conversion SDR transceiver with four local oscilla-
tors: 

(40.500) 10.125  
(56.180) 14.045 
(56.552) 14.138 
(56.928) 14.232 

 
5 Watts output and four hundred through the hole parts. 
Cost £125 including postage. 
 
Construction 
Two weeks after ordering the kit arrived.  After unpacking, I bagged up the com-
ponents into stages as set out in the web site. 
 
Stage 1 
The power supply stage is a simple 7805, a few resistors and caps with a green 
LED—so far, so good. 
 
Stage 2 
The oscillator section added the four crystals, resistors, transistors, caps, 
74HC04S, wire links and tested.  Good strong signal was heard at 40.50.  All test 
voltages okay. 
 

http://genesisradio.com.au/G3020/
http://genesisradio.com.au/
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Stage 3 
Band Switch section: four double pole double throw switches mounted on a 
waste piece of copper clad board, wired so a diode is lit when the switch is 
thrown.  Selects which local oscillator is used.  All was satisfactory. 
 
Stage 4  
Dividers stage added the 74AC74PC, chokes, caps and resistors. This stage di-
vides the local oscillators output into four quadrature signals.  After completion 
of this stage, you can test the output of the oscillators with a standard HF re-
ceiver by tuning to the local oscillator divided frequency e.g. 40.5/4= 10.125.  
All worked okay but 10.125 would only start if the radio was turned on with it 
selected.  Flipping a switch to select another local oscillator then back to 10.125 
caused 10.125 not to start.  Changing the 22pF cap to a 27pF made a dramatic 
difference; the oscillator started nine times out of ten.  
 
Stage 5 
RX mixer and op amps stage added diodes, resistors, NPO and USM capacitors, 
relays, op amps, 74HC4066, BNC connector and PCB 3.5mm plugs.  Set up board 
by temporarily shorting out pins to enable I and Q channels for sound card.  
Tack soldered the BNC connector to the mixer stage input.  
 
This is one of the most exciting stages of the build—hearing signals for the first 
time.  For testing I installed and set up Winrad, then connected a battery and 
antenna.  It worked very well receiving SSB, CW etc. 
 
This is where the problems started for me.  I could not get any reduction in RX 
image.  In theory 40dB should be possible between signals in I and Q channels.  
My PC at the time was an AMD 3000 64bit with 1GB RAM about five years old 
and the sound card was a cheap Sound Blaster X-Fi.  Using the internal sound 
card was no different.  After checking and rechecking components, I decided to 
continue with the build as a major PC upgrade was on the cards and the prob-
lem was possibly my old PC setup.  
 
Stage 6 
Low pass filters and preamp stage.  No problems here.  I added a 2N3866, 
wound a couple of T50-6 torroids, added the axial inductors, caps, resisters, re-
lays and a couple of permanent wires on underside of the board.  I tested the 
attenuator and preamp; both working okay. 
 
Stage 7 
CW monitor added: LM741 resistors, caps etc.  Tested and it worked.  Not the 
best sounding side tone, but it does the job. 

http://www.winrad.org/
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Stage 8 
PA RX/TX  control  is a major stage.  I added a DB9 connector, trim pot, a couple 
of temporary wires, caps, resistors, etc.  All working fine; the radio switches in 
and out of transmit.  
   
Stage 9 
TX  sample and hold.  This stage takes the I and Q signals from the computer’s 
sound card and produces the quadrature outputs to the bilateral mixing 
switches. 
 
Stage 10 
TX driver and PA.  Glued together and wound two binocular cores, then added 
FET, heat sink, and link wires. 
 
Final adjustments   
I tested the op amp voltages NEC 5532x8.  Tested the voltages at various test 
points.  Carried out final RX and TX image rejection. 
 
It does not work! 
After carrying out all the tests it was clear something was wrong with the trans-
ceiver.  I could not get any reduction in RX image.  Nor was there any output 
from the TX stage.  The com port switched the radio into TX mode and the red 
LED lit but no RF out. 
The wire I had used for the link wires, band switches, preamp and attenuator 
was poor quality and had come off in a couple places and blown a couple of 
transistors.  The first thing I did was replace the link wires with wire from an old 
computer PSU.  I replaced the four band switches with a rotary switch and used 

Header pins with connectors New rotary band switch 
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header pins with connectors on the board for switches for preamp, attenuator, 
CW monitor and zip tied them together where I could. 
I replaced a broken inductor in the filter section which doubled the RX level and 
a BD 139 transistor which turned the preamp on/off.  Once I left the board 
plugged in and went for a bath.  When I came back, I found the wife shopping at 
ADSA online and she had accidently put the board in TX mode.  Pop went my 
IRF510. 
 
I checked 
the board 
many times 
for errors 
and could 
find nothing 
wrong with 
it.  M0TOY 
Rob offered 
to look at 
the board 
when he 
had time, so 
I boxed it up and gave it to him to have a look at in his own good time.  Rob 
found a blown transistor which switched the RX off when TX is engaged.  He 
setup the RX and TX images and gave the board back to me. 
 
The trouble with SDR radios is the number of things that can go wrong has in-
creased; if the computer hardware is not up to the job you are in trouble before 
you start.  My sound card was a cut down version of the Sound Blaster X-Fi.  No 
matter how it was configured, there was no stereo separation.  
 
My PC died at this point, which gave me the opportunity to build a new one 
more to my liking.  I chose an Intel dual core with 8GB of RAM, 2GB GFX card 
solid state hard drive for the OS and 2TB of storage.  The internal sound on my 
new motherboard is so much better than my old PC and the built-in sound card 
has proper inputs and stereo separation that works.  After receiving the board 
back from Rob, I installed the software Genesis GSDR, configured it and man-
aged my first CW QSO on 11/7/11 with IK2TKX using 2 Watts; he gave me a 579. 
 
Still my problems were not over.  About 8 Watts output on 30m but only 2 
Watts on twenty metres, which reduced the further up the band I went.  Re-
membering other people having similar problems on the Genesis forum, the 

The wanted signal is on the right and the unwanted on the left—30dB 
difference.  (Hardware only adjustment.) 
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problem was solved by removing a couple of turns from the low pass filter in-
ductors. 
 
Cooling   
The IRF510 gets very hot even when using CW, so a better 
cooling solution was required. 
 
For many months I used the board with an old CPU cooler 
bolted to the top of the heat sink that came with the 
board.  While this kept the IRF510 cool, it was very loud.  
 
Boxing Up the Genesis G3020 SDR Transceiver Kit 
Just having the board lying on a piece of paper on the 
computer desk was not doing it any good and the noise 
from the cooling fan was upsetting the cat. 
 
I was very lucky; K5TD  offered to have an enclosure which he had previously 
been supplying made for me as a one-off. 
 
The enclosure arrived and I set about drilling holes and tapping threads, very 
much taking my time.  Reverse polarity protection using a diode across the in-
put with small fuse was added along with an on/off switch.  I swapped the small 
LED’s for power and TX for larger ones and swapped the red TX LED for a blue 
one.  The spare set of connections on the rotary band switch was used for con-
necting LED’s to display which local oscillator is selected. 
 
That Cooling Problem Again   
When fitting the transceiver in an air tight 
box, some means of ventilation must be 
provided.  Rob K5TD had used a quiet fan 
but had to cut 5mm from the bottom of 
the heat sink to fit it in.  I decided to use a 
slimmer quiet fan and attach it to the lid 
of the enclosure.  To increase the surface 
area of the heat sink, I cut some thin strips 
of tin from a powered baby milk con-
tainer, soldered them together and bolted them to the top of the heat sink. 
 
A 15mm thick fan was attached to the lid of the enclosure above the heat sink 
and slots cut in the side panels to let cool air in.  Is it better to suck the warm air 
off the heat sink or blow cooler air over its surface? 
 
After experimenting with WSPR mode, I found the least drift + or – 1 or 2 Hz 

Notice how small the 
heat sink (centre) is 

Strips of tin bolted to top of heat sink 

http://www.k5td.com/K5TD/Enclosure_Kit.htm
http://www.physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/K1JT/wspr.html
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each TX cycle by sucking the warm air off the heat sink.  The transceiver will run 
at full power over two minute WSPR cycles and not even get warm. 
 
SDR Software 
As mentioned previously, the trouble 
with SDR radios is the number of 
things that can go wrong has in-
creased.  For example, connecting the 
transceiver to a USB to RS232 con-
verter when using Windows 7 64bit: 
setting up the sound card, drivers, 
virtual audio cables for digital modes 
and getting the input levels right.  Is it 
worth it?  The power of SDR is in the software being able to see 48 kHz to 192 
kHz bandwidth and use all the functions and modes of a high cost transceiver, 
like user adjustable filters with very little ringing, multiple notch filters, adjust-
able noise blanker, memory keyers, split operation, digital modes, SSB etc.  See-
ing the look on the faces of some Telford and District Amateur Radio Society 
club members when showing CW Skimmer decoding 200 plus CW QSO’s from a 
Russian CW contest while demonstrating for the main construction contest was 
priceless!!  
 
Conclusion  
I very much enjoyed the construction 
of this kit and learned a great deal 
about SDR.  Some very valuable les-
sons were learned.  Use good quality 
wire for the link wires and don`t be 
afraid to customize if it makes a bet-
ter job.  Ask questions if you get 
stuck.  I’ve worked 50 plus countries 
with a straight key and had great fun. 
 
The Genesis G3020 SDR Transceiver 
Kit is no longer available but other 
Genesis SDR kits are available here: 
www.genesisradio.com.au. 
 

Thanks to Rob M0TOY for his help and advice. 
 

Cheers, Paul M0PNN 

Finished Genesis G3020 SDR transceiver in 
its enclosure 

Paul (left) being presented with the TDARS 
main construction trophy for the G3020 by 
Vaughan M0VRR, RSGB Regional Manager 

for the West Midlands 

http://www.tdars.org.uk/
http://www.dxatlas.com/cwskimmer/
http://www.genesisradio.com.au/
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New Product: nanoKeyer kit 
 
The nanoKeyer is an Arduino Nano based CW 
Contest Keyer. 
It was designed specifically for use with the 
K3NG Arduino keyer open-source firmware, 
adding many features and flexibility. 
The nanoKeyer is suitable as a standalone 
keyer or for keying the radio via the USB port 
from a connected computer and your favoured 
contest logging software.  By means of the 
K3NG firmware it can be also used as a computerless keyboard keyer by attach-
ing a PS2-Keyboard to it. 
 
Key Features (K3NG Firmware): 
 CW speed adjustable from 1 to 999 WPM 
 K1EL Winkeyer interface protocol emulation 
 Supported by major logging apps (e.g. N1MM, HRD, etc. in K1EL Winkeyer 

mode via USB port) 
 SO2R compatible through K1EL Winkeyer 2 protocol emulation 
 Command mode for using the paddle to change settings, program memo-

ries, etc. 
 PS2 Keyboard Interface for CW keyboard operation without a computer 
 PTT with configurable lead, tail, and hang times 
 Up to 12 memories with macro and serial number support 
 QRSS and HSCW 
 Iambic A and B, Ultimatic and Bug mode 
 Farnsworth Timing, Autospace and Wordspace Adjustment 
 Keying Compensation, Dah to Dit Ratio, Weighting adjustment 
 Non-volatile storage of most settings 
 
The firmware is open source code provided by K3NG, so you can customize it to 
fit your needs.  The keyer features one radio port with an optically isolated PTT 
keying line as well as the CW keying line.  The paddle is connected with a stan-
dard 6.3mm stereo jack compatible with most modern radios.  Via the USB jack 
of the Arduino Nano plug-in board (the “heart” of the keyer) the keyer can com-
municate with a PC or MAC.  The FTDI chip drivers will provide a virtual serial 
COM port on the computer which is then available to external loggers for com-
municating with the keyer (via the K1EL Winkeyer emulation mode).  A mini DIN 
jack allows connection of an external PS2-Keyboard for computerless keyboard 

http://nanokeyer.wordpress.com/
http://radioartisan.wordpress.com/arduino-cw-keyer/
http://radioartisan.wordpress.com/arduino-cw-keyer/
http://nanokeyer.wordpress.com/
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keying.  The kit includes a PCB and on-board components.  It needs an  Arduino 
Nano V3.0, which is not included.  At the time of writing, the price is 29 Euros.  
Kits are available from Oscar, DJ0MY.  Website:  nanokeyer.wordpress.com 

New Products: ZLP Electronics DigiMaster Pro3 and FreeKey 
 
The DigiMaster Pro3 is an all-mode USB data interface with built in CAT inter-
face, soundcard codec (soundcard), CW interface and CW keyer.  Supplied com-
plete with a set of leads for the radio of your selection. 
 
 Built in Soundcard Codec. 
 Built in CAT interface. 
 FSK. 
 AFSK. * ALL AFSK modes. 
 CW. + With WinKey emulation mode. 
 Dedicated port for Audio interface. 
 Dedicated port for CAT interface. 
 Dedicated port for PTT/FSK interface. 
 Dedicated port for CW interface. “FreeKey” 
 
The interface provides 4 fully independent ports: 
- One port being dedicated to the audio codec. 
- One virtual comport being dedicated to controlling the data interface (PTT/
CW/FSK). 
- One virtual comport dedicated to the CAT interface. 
- One virtual comport dedicated to the CW interface.  Use any terminal type 
program or any CW program that supports WinKey. 
Use with iambic keyer [A], keyboard, or from PC screen/software. 
The built in hub being a full speed device is easily coped with. 
Will also operate with your PC’s Voice Keying software. 
 
At the time of writing, the DigiMaster Pro3 is on special offer at £129.99 (GBP) 
excluding delivery. 
 
The FreeKey USB CW Keyer is an emulation of the with K1EL WinKey emulation 
based on a PIC 16F688.  The hex code can be freely downloaded from 
tinyurl.com/freekeym or a pre-programmed PIC can be supplied (UK only) at 
the time of writing for £1.49 (GBP) excluding delivery. 
 
ZLP Electronics website: www.g4zlp.co.uk Email: neil@g4zlp.co.uk 
ZLP Electronics, 10 Shuttle Close, Rossington, Doncaster, DN11 0FR, England, UK 

DigiMaster Pro3  

http://nanokeyer.wordpress.com/
http://www.g4zlp.co.uk/unified/DigiMaster_ProThree.htm
http://www.g4zlp.co.uk/unified/CW.shtml
http://tinyurl.com/freekeym
http://www.g4zlp.co.uk/
mailto:neil@g4zlp.co.uk
http://www.g4zlp.co.uk/unified/DigiMaster_ProThree.htm
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New products: Begali Adventure and Adventure Mono 
 
The Adventure dual-lever key was created to give 
you the finest possible keying experience with to-
day’s portable radios.  
 
The base of the key is made from stainless 
steel.  The arms and the finger pieces are a light-
weight aircraft aluminium alloy.  Several other 
components are gold plated, and the contacts are 
solid gold. 
 
The contact spacing can be adjusted with the oval backstop. 
 
The key uses magnets to create the return force, which can be adjusted by the 
golden thumb screw on the bottom.  You also see the two precision bearings for 
the arms. 
 
The key is attached to your radio with a mounting bracket, which lets you swivel 
the key at an arbitrary angle for maximum comfort in right-handed or left-
handed operation.  This is the mounting bracket for the Elecraft KX3, but we will 
also offer (available in January 2013) mounting brackets for the Elecraft KX1 and 
the Yaesu FT817. 
 
The magnetic desktop base lets you use the key 
detached from the radio on a desktop or on any 
metallic surface that the magnets in the bottom 
of the base can hold on to.  The combined weight 
of the key and the base is about half a pound—
so, if you have a heavy hand and no metallic sur-
face for the magnets, you can use the mounting 
holes in the base to secure it in place. 
 
The Adventure Mono single-lever key is similar in construction and mounting 
options to its dual-lever sibling, the Adventure. 
 
The ingenious mechanism uses three levers for 
a clearly defined centre position, making it me-
chanically even more complex than the dual-
lever Adventure.  The contact spacing can be 
adjusted with the oval backstop. 
 
At the time of writing, the prices excluding de-

Begali Adventure (dual lever) 
mounted on an Elecraft KX3 

Begali Adventure (dual lever) 
mounted on a magnetic base 

Begali Adventure Mono (single 
lever) mounted on an Elecraft 

KX3 

http://www.i2rtf.com/html/adventure.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/adventure_mono.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/adventure_mono.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/adventure.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/adventure.html
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livery are €248 (EUR) for the Adventure and €258 (EUR) for the Adventure 
Mono.  The bases are ordered separately and are (for either key) €28 (EUR) for 
KX3/KX1/FT-817 and €33 (EUR) for magnetic.  A callsign can be engraved on the 
keys  for €28 (EUR). 
 
Website: www.i2rtf.com Email: pibegali@tin.it 
Post: Officina Meccanica Pietro Begali, Via Badia 22, I-25060 Cellatica, Italy 
Phone: +39 030322203 Office hours: 9:00 - 17:00 

New Product: Morse Express Christmas Key 2012 
 
In celebration of the season, Morse Express has commis-
sioned its twelfth annual Christmas Key.  Our 
2012 Christmas Key is a fully functional miniature tele-
graph key made by GHD Telegraph Key in Sendai City 
Japan.  It incorporates traditional Japanese craftsman-
ship with GHD’s impeccable engineering and finish. 
 
In keeping with GHD’s larger keys, the Morse Express 2012 Christmas Key is 
fully adjustable, with precision pin bearings at the trunnion, miniature binding 
posts, comfortable knob, and perfect balance.  The contacts are hard-silver and 
the distinctive oval base is finished in satin chrome.  The knob is hand-turned 
mahogany, and there are four small anti-skid rubber feet on the bottom.  GHD’s 
Toshihiko Ujiie uses both modern and traditional techniques to produce a 
miniature key that will be equally at home in the radio shack, in the field, or 
decorating a Christmas tree. 
 
According to Marshall Emm (N1FN), “the Christmas keys have always been a 
labor of love for me, and my first priority has always been usability.  GHD has 
brought considerable expertise to the manufacture of the Christmas keys, and 
the 2012 key is a little gem.”  The 2012 Christmas Key  measures 2" by 1-⅛" at 
the base and it weighs two and a half ounces.  Each key has a label with 
“Christmas 2012” and a unique serial number in the limited edition of 150 
keys.   The 2012 Christmas key will add something special to straight key opera-
tions through the Holiday Season and on Straight Key Night. 
 
At the time of writing the Morse Express 2012 Christmas Key is $99.95 (USD) 
excluding delivery and is available exclusively from Morse Express: 
Milestone Technologies, 10691 E Bethany Drive STE 800, Aurora CO 80014, USA 
Website: www.mtechnologies.com Email: admin@mtechnologies.com 
Phone (USA): (303)752-3382 

http://www.i2rtf.com/
mailto:pibegali@tin.it
http://www.mtechnologies.com/xmas/
http://www.mtechnologies.com
mailto:admin@mtechnologies.com
http://www.mtechnologies.com/xmas/
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Introduction Jack M0DZM, #15957 
 
At the moment, I don’t have a receiver or 
transmitter, but I do have a Morse key—a 
very solidly built ex-Navy one. 
 
I haven’t attempted to use it yet, as all the 
information I’ve read on learning Morse 
says the same: “learn to read Morse first; 
only start to learn sending when you know 
what good Morse sounds like.” 
 
I was a radio mechanic in the RAF for five 
years (68–73), and at one time, worked in 
an RAF Communications Centre in Malta, in a cave about 120 feet underground.  
We used Marconi HF gear, with independent sidebands—I think it was USB for a 
radio telephone circuit, and LSB for 6 RTTY channels, with an error detection 
and correction facility on each one; pretty cutting edge stuff when it was built in 
the 1950s! 
 
One night, it must have been about 1970 or ’71, there was an almighty solar 
storm of some sort, and one by one, we lost all our telegraph circuits to Cyprus, 
Gibraltar and England.  There was nothing for it but to get one of the Wireless 
Ops from next door (who normally just dealt with the punched paper tapes and 
tape readers), and put him on the straight key. 
 
So there was Derek, working with a key that he’d dug out of a cupboard, where 
it had probably been gathering dust for years, hooked up to a 4.5 kW transmit-
ter, and a rhombic aerial about 4 or 5 wavelengths long—and he was just about 
getting through!  (Imagine the sort of DX you could work with a set-up like that, 
eh?) 
 
Never having seen someone sending Morse before, I sneaked into the Ops 
Room with another Mech. to watch Derek at work.  Not wanting to disturb 
Derek, I whispered to my mate “I didn’t know it was possible to send Morse that 
fast”, and, without pausing in his sending, Derek looked over his shoulder and 
said: "Fast?  I'm dead rusty!  But what can you expect—I haven’t touched a key 
in three years.  I doubt this is more than about 40WPM!" 
 
I spoke to Derek later, after everything was back to normal, and he said after 
sending for a few hours, he was up to about 45WPM—but still not as fast as 
when he finished his training as a W/Op.  But it just shows what can be done, 

NATO key.  Thanks to John, G0RDO for the 
photograph ( www.morsemad.com ) 

http://www.morsemad.com/nato.htm
http://www.morsemad.com/nato.htm
http://www.morsemad.com/
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QUA: “Here is news of ... (call sign)” Compiled by Graham G3ZOD, #8385 
 
VK3DBD/G3SCD David writes: “The other day I was pleased to be called by 
M6MPC Mike Fists nr 15903 (my biggest number yet I think).  On 20m around 
0800z I heard him call me and replied with around 200 W to my 3 el beam (that 
is the legal limit in VK for CW).  He was pretty solid copy and I was surprised to 
find he was using only 10 watts and, if I remember rightly, to half a G5RV, an 
antenna which I regard as a joke.  But there he was and we had a solid qso and I 
could only do the gentleman’s thing and reduce my power to the same level.  

even with a straight key—if you practise enough! 
 
I’m currently working with a computer programme, ‘Just Learn Morse’ (by 
Sigurd Stenersen, LB3KB), which works on the Farnsworth system, and basing 
my practise on some advice I had from another amateur a couple of years back.  
He said that he’d noticed talking to a number of other amateurs that they had 
started learning Morse, got up to about 10W.P.M. and then stuck—just couldn’t 
seem to get past that threshold.  The man I was speaking to hadn’t used the 
tapes, but had started with the Farnsworth system, just after it came out.  
Based on speaking to a number of very good operators, he got the idea that the 
reason so many people got stuck at the 10W.P.M. ‘glass ceiling’ was that they 
had learnt Morse by counting the numbers of dits and dahs, and that 10WPM 
was as fast as you can do that.  So what he’d done was to crank up the charac-
ter speed to a level where he couldn’t possibly count the dits and dahs so that 
he was forced to learn the complete sound of each character. 
 
That made sense to me, as I’d found when trying to learn from pre-recorded 
tapes that I could manage letters, and numbers (though the numbers were 
much harder), but not when I was trying to read a combination of the two.  And 
I think the reason was that I was counting dits and dahs. 
 
Well, with the program I’ve got, it’s easy enough to set it up as you want, so I’ve 
got the sending speed at 10W.P.M., but the character speed at 23W.P.M. and it 
does seem to be working very well, even with the numbers.  Another tip I 
picked up from one of Rob Mannion’s editorials in ‘Practical Wireless’ was that 
the fastest way to copy Morse was on a typewriter (which is how he was 
trained when he was in the Navy), so I’ve been transcribing what I hear onto the 
computer keyboard.  I’m certainly making much better progress now than I 
have done in the past with the ARRL tapes and trying to transcribe it into a 
notebook. 

http://www.justlearnmorsecode.com/
http://www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/?page_id=7
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We then exchanged 559 each way.  Guess I’d better make him up a special 
QSL !!” 
 
David’s mys-
tery key 
(Autumn 
2012 Key 
Note page 52) 
didn’t pro-
duce any re-
plies, but I did 
find an al-
most identical 
key, listed as 
key number 4243, on Tom Perera, W1TP’s Telegraph Museum website 
www.W1TP.com with three photographs and the following description: 
 
“BRITISH AIRCRAFT SPARK KEY WITH BLINKER LIGHT: This interesting key is simi-
lar to the RCAF Aircraft Spark Key above but the lower contact is mounted on a 
metal strap, there is a heavy wire between the lever and the support piece and 
there is a socket for a signal light.” 
 
As expected, Tom’s key does not have the Perspex “skirt” (nor does another 
one that showed up on eBay).  Other oddities about David’s key are the cham-
fering on the arm (to me this looks atypical for the age of the key) and the cav-
ity to the right of where the arm pivots.  I wonder if someone has restored the 
key and decided to make a few changes?  (The torch bulb looks to be a rela-
tively modern one with a lens, but I guess it’s not surprising that it has been re-
placed).  Regarding the signal light, I asked Tom about its  purpose and he re-
plied: 
 
“Unfortunately, none of us collectors can figure out what the darned light is for 
either!!!!!  If you can get someone to give a definitive answer, please let me 
know.  There have been a number of guesses: 
 The light provides feedback to the sending operator who can’t hear the send-

ing signal in the high noise aircraft environment.  (I like this one best...) 
 The light signals to other aircraft??  VERY unlikely. 
 The light tells the operator that the set is working??“ 
 
Not convinced by those, I wonder if it could have been connected to the trans-
mit/receive switching as a warning when the key was “live” with high voltage? 
 

Tom W1TP’s key number 4243 
w1tp.com/im5500.htm 

David VK3DBD’s “Mystery Key”, 
showing the torch bulb & terminals 

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1012a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1012a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1012a5.pdf
http://www.W1TP.com
http://w1tp.com/im5500.htm
http://w1tp.com/im5500.htm
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M0CDL John was the only one to comment on the Morse code paving stones 
that G5VZ Chris photographed (Autumn 2012 Key Note page 54).  John suspects 
that the paving stones are the result of a college arts / design project. 
 
Also concerning the Autumn 2012 edition, 
DJ6UX Eddi wrote in about G0EML Ray’s 
article: “In his article promoting bugs using 
light barriers, Ray mentions, among others, 
the Bunnell company.  Jesse Bunnell (sic) 
invented the Double Speed Key, nowadays 
known as the sideswiper or cootie key, at 
about the same time as Horace Martin invented the bug key.  Both in an at-
tempt to ease the strain on landline telegraphers who would eventually suffer 
from carpal tunnel syndrome, then known as ‘glass arm’.  While I don’t own a 
Bunnell DSK—they are very much sought after by collectors—back in 2008 I 
bought a new old stock U.S. Navy ‘Flame Proof’ from the Bunnell company.”. 
 
J. H. Bunnell jhbunnell.com are still making some telegraph items and have an 
announcement email list—to subscribe, write to jhbunnell@optonline.net. 
 
Also regarding Ray’s article, thanks to G0ILN Richard for pointing out that while 
The Art and Skill of Radio-Telegraphy can be freely downloaded, those who 
would prefer a printed version can purchase one from “The Amateur Society for 
Radio-Telegraphy” (TSART) at www.tasrt.ca/book.html.  It is “coil bound” and at 
the time of writing is £12.79 (GBP) including delivery to the UK. 
 
G5VZ Chris was inspired by the web SDR article: “Having had my interest 
tweaked, I went to www.websdr.org and, using one of the SDRs in the Nether-
lands, listened on 40m to the late night W1AW Morse practice sessions.  It's a 
bit early for propagation to Europe this evening but, having taken the 
link to http://shipwreck.yi.org:8901 (choosing North America on the Web 
SDR home page and 40m band filter) and selected a frequency of 7047, I 
immediately heard ‘code practice starts in 5 minutes’ (it was five to nine!). 
 
So I thought I’d mention it for anyone wanting the joy of copying off-air and 
looking to hone their skills.  The W1AW operating schedule is at 
tinyurl.com/w1awtimes and there are sessions for low-speed learners and high-
speed improvers.  Just now it’s lower-speed, working up (just after nine, UK eve-
ning time).  High speed should begin at ten.  The code practice goes on through 
to 04h00 our (UK) time.”  (The W1AW files can also be downloaded from 
www.arrl.org/code-practice-files but transmissions with real QSB etc. are better 

Eddi DJ6UX’s Bunnell ‘Flame Proof’ key 

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1012a5.pdf
http://jhbunnell.com/
http://jhbunnell.com/
mailto:jhbunnell@optonline.net
http://www.qsl.net/n9bor/n0hff.htm
http://www.tasrt.ca/book.html
http://www.websdr.org/
http://shipwreck.yi.org:8901/
http://tinyurl.com/w1awtimes
http://www.arrl.org/code-practice-files
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training for conditions that will be experienced when going on the air.) 
 
G3MLL Geoff also tried out the web SDR and commented on the home brewing 
of keys: “Tried the WebSDR…great fun.  Once built a Bug Key myself in 1960, 
from an ARRL Handbook design I think.  Tried it in a Vickers Varsity aircraft on 
the way to Malta for fun.  The thumping great TX/RX multi-pole relay in the 
T1154 nearly threw a wobbler with the shock of having to work so hard, so I 
swiftly reverted to the Bathtub provided; Cagliari Air Traffic Comms were not 
impressed I think.” 
 
Geoff also pointed out this: “My local church magazine (of all things!) points out 
that ‘The Morse Code’ anagrams to ‘Here come Dots’!” 
 
G6TGO Ian spotted the unusual Racal Morse encoder 
and decoder units (pictured on the right) on sale at 
Army Radio Sales Co. www.armyradio.com.  They were 
manufactured for the Iraqi army and normal transmis-
sion speeds are 12 w.p.m. and 120 w.p.m.  For more 
information, please see tinyurl.com/racalm. 
Many thanks to Ben Azari from the Army Radio Sales 
Co. for allowing us to include the photograph. 
 
G4LGX John would like to own a Samson ETM-2 or 2b 
keyer and asks if anyone who has one will contact him, 
please, or failing that, an ETM-8 or 9.  His email address is 
jra_hall@hotmail.com. 
 
DARC, the German national radio society, reported the following on the South-
gate News: “…DARC introduced an application to the IARU Region 1 Conference 
2011 in Sun City to take steps to protect the Morse code as an Intangible Cul-
tural Heritage of Humanity.  This has been implemented now and the Managing 
Board of the IARU Region 1 distributed application forms to all member associa-
tions of IARU region 1, which can be adjusted 
to local needs and then forwarded to their Na-
tional UNESCO Commission.” 
If you want to read more about “Intangible 
Cultural Heritage”, the information is at 
tinyurl.com/incherit. 
 
The Morse training set (shown on the right) 
appeared on eBay.  It was made in Hungary 
and is for up to five students and a trainer. 

Racal MA-4230A Morse 
Encoder Unit and the Racal 
MA-4231 Morse Decoder  

Hungarian Morse training set  

http://www.armyradio.com/
http://tinyurl.com/racalm
mailto:jra_hall@hotmail.com
http://tinyurl.com/incherit
http://www.armyradio.com/arsc/customer/product.php?productid=2330&cat=75&page=1
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Thank you to Erika for allowing the inclusion of the photograph. 
 
ZL2AIM Ian writes: “I have been fortunate in having obtained my Fists Down 
Under Award for 50 points and Century Award for 100 points.  The 100 points I 
have earned in May 2010.  Today (17th November 2012) I tallied up my points 
and find that I have only reached just over 150 points.  Working other Fists 
members seems to have slowed down for me.  I realise that a lot of my fun with 
CW lies with using 5 watts or less, but now I am prepared to put out up to 300 
Watts in the hope of working some Fists members that I have not worked be-
fore. 
 
I am not sure why my working of Fists members has slowed down.  Certainly my 
time spent on the air since May 2010 has been very productive and CW is my 
only mode of operation.  I believe that there are many new members who have 
joined.  Some of those members might be shy to get on the bands perhaps due 
to the fact they are slow or make mistakes.  I can assure you that I will work any 
Fists member at their speed.  I am also forgiving to those that make mistakes.  
We all had to go through those same barriers at one time or other. 
 
So, if I am not in your logbook, please listen out for me on the bands.  I really 
wish to get to 200 points and also enjoy trying to earn the Fists Nightmare 
Award.  For those of you who don’t know what that is, look up Fists Awards and 
you will realise why that one award is called ‘Nightmare’!  I doubt if I will ever 
complete that award, but it is fun to fill in the crossword squares. 
 
So this is an earnest request for you to listen out for ZL2AIM Fists #9683.  Many 
thanks.” 
 
You can write to Ian to arrange skeds at Ian.MacQuillan@xtra.co.nz 
 
On the same subject, would you like a QSO with Chile?  CE2WZ David is happy 
to set up skeds with FISTS members who would like a contact with Chile on 
CW.  He has 6m, 10m, 12m, 15m, 17m, 20m and 40m and can be contacted by 
email dcalderwood@bluebottle.com.  As David may be returning to the UK be-
fore long, it’s best to have a go while the opportunity is there. 
 
SV0XBN/9 Dick writes: “A Comment on the UK ‘Q’ and ‘O’ prefixes.  Where is 
he?  You may recall that when these ‘Q’ and ‘O’ prefixes were announced, some 
of us asked a simple question: ‘How will you know where someone is?’. 
Well, during a recent contest I worked GI4***, then, 10 minutes later I work the 
same guy, but this time signing GQ4***.  I know he was the same chap as the 
last letters of his call are the same.  I know this, but what of someone who does 

http://fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#fdufistsawards
http://fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#fdufistsawards
http://fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#basiccenturyaward
http://fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#nightmareanaward
http://fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#nightmareanaward
mailto:Ian.MacQuillan@xtra.co.nz
mailto:dcalderwood@bluebottle.com
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not know the UK Licence/Call system?  Maybe he just wanted Crete for a new 
one, I don’t know, but I do think the people at the RSGB and Ofcom never 
thought this one through seriously enough… 
Just a thought from someone who would like to know where he’s working!”. 
 
…and in 2013, ‘V’ prefixes will be available for use from 5th-31st July celebrating 
the RSGB’s 100th anniversary!  While I can see the location problem, it’s some-
thing that’s been with us for very many years in the form of the GB callsigns. 
Regarding the use of ’V’, the RSGB has not explained this choice of letter.  
G4YMB Malcolm wrote on the fistscw group:  “Just been raking through some 
old qsl cards for something completely different and found one from a GV4 sta-
tion in 1985 commemorating 40 yrs since VE day.  Strange!!” 
 
AK4VL Julio writes: “I would like to share a web application I've been working on 
over the past month.  HAMjitsu (HAM.JIT.SU) is a spotting application that con-
nects to the live Reverse Beacon Network stream and cross references club data-
bases for a match.  Currently supports… Flying Pigs QRP Club, FISTS, SKCC, 
NAQCC, Four State QRP Club and QRP ARCI.” 
 
5 MHz and 472-479 kHz UK licence Notice of Variations to allow use of these 
bands from 1st January 2013 can now be obtained online via the RSGB website 
at tinyurl.com/novrsgb. 
 
Small Wonder Labs, supplier of the famous RockMite and SW+ CW QRP trans-
ceivers and other items, is now only selling RockMite and Freq-Mite kits and no 
longer provides a repair service.  Proprietor K1SWL, Dave, has announced on 
the website that he is cutting down his hours spent on Small Wonder Labs. 
 
VK2GAZ Garry writes: “It is fantastic to relate a story which strengthens your 
faith in the Amateur Radio fraternity.  On 01 Dec 12, I placed an order with Mike 
Bowthorpe G0CVZ ( www.czechmorsekeys.co.uk ) for one of his highly rated 
Czech Morse Keys.  Promptly, the next day I received acknowledgement of my 
payment and that the key had been posted that day.  On the 10 Dec 12 the mail 
man arrived on the doorstep with a registered package; it was my key.  Only 10 
days from Peterborough, UK to Richmond, Australia.  However, despite the key 
being well-packaged, parts had been damaged in transit.  I emailed Mike ex-
plaining the situation, included a few pictures of the damage and asked how I 
could have the key replaced, fully expecting to have to pay for at least postage if 
not a little more but Mike replied that I could keep the key for spares.  Now that 
is what I call service.  The new key arrived on 24 Dec 12 (Christmas Eve), in pris-
tine condition and at no extra cost.  The Czech key lives up to its impressive re-

http://www.rsgb.org/
http://licensing.ofcom.org.uk/radiocommunication-licences/amateur-radio/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/fistscw/
http://ham.jit.su/
http://ham.jit.su/
http://tinyurl.com/novrsgb
http://www.smallwonderlabs.com/
http://www.czechmorsekeys.co.uk/
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  m0bpt.org.uk Rob M0BPT, #5576 
 
 
 

October 2012 Issue #79 
Welcome once again from the stable of M0BPT with this month’s offering. 
 
I see from comments received that many suffered during the ladder activity, 
whilst others had good sessions.  I look forward with interest to coming months 
of the ladder. 
 
I’ve received a couple of “Mugshots” from our friends in FISTS Down Under.  
They will be added to the mugshots page on my website, but I’ve published 
them here for you to put a “Face behind the key” whilst I have your attention!  
Thanks to VK2CTN and VK3FGE for the images and supporting the project. 
 

views, lovely to use and will now be my main key.  If any Fists member, or other 
Amateur Radio Op for that matter, wishes to invest a few dollars in a new key, 
Mike G0CVZ is the guy to deal with; his service is outstanding and the key is a 
real winner.  Many thanks Mike, an absolute pleasure doing business with you.” 
 
M0GGK Dave noticed a strange, beacon-like signal 
from OK0EPB on 7.0394 MHz.  It turns out this is a 
beacon sending time signals using a pendulum as 
the source for the time signals and the CW keying.  
The pendulum, made of fused quartz, is in a vac-
uum chamber and an infrared source/detector is 
used to detect the pendulum’s position.  The bea-
con also transmits the f0F2 critical frequency as 
measured in Prague.  For more information, see 
tinyurl.com/timebeacon. 

73 de QUA@fists.co.uk OK0EPB pendulum 

David VK3FGE Chris VK2CTN 

m0bpt.org.uk
http://fistsdownunder.org/
http://m0bpt.org.uk/MUG_SHOTS/MUGSHOTS.htm
http://ok0epb.nagano.cz/
http://tinyurl.com/timebeacon
mailto:qua@fists.co.uk
http://ok0epb.nagano.cz/
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Ladder, January – October 2012 

Call Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Totals 

G4LHI 36 36 44 46 40 33 25 40 53 47 400 

2E0DPH 29 30 44 27 32 31 29 32 40 35 329 

G0OTT 24 31 32 37 27 31 30 0 28 28 268 

OH7QR/OG9R 31 25 30 23 6 27 24 30 26 24 246 

M0DRK 23 20 29 26 15 16 17 23 19 25 213 

G3ZOD 8 19 10 18 6 16 6 17 14 21 135 

G0DDX 20 25 29 0 7 16 10 4 10 0 121 

G0TLU 0 0 15 10 9 14 7 6 21 8 90 

M5ABN 27 31 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 69 

2E0JCY 0 0 18 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 

G0DUB 12 6 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 

G0ANV 8 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 

DL4FDM 0 17 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 

CN2JV 4 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 

PA1FOX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 

SQ5RIX 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

SA0AAZ 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

MM6SRL 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 

SM6DER 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 

            
MX5IPX (C) 3 11 3 12 13 14 10 16 18 12 112 

GX3ZQS (C) 0 12 0 10 0 0 0 0 0  22 

GX0IPX (C) 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0   19 

Finally, I would like to say “MANY THANKS” to all who’ve emailed me and com-
mented through this medium regarding my decision to step down from the ac-
tivity co-ordinator.  I’ve been touched by your messages of support and thanks 
for my efforts over the past years, and it is appreciated. 
 
For full versions of the newsletters and results, please visit my website: 
m0bpt.org.uk 

Until next time, Keep well 
Keep pounding brass! 

73. M0BPT  VA 

http://m0bpt.org.uk/


Club Sales 
 
Enamelled Club badges Leather Key Ring   
£2 inc. UK delivery £2 inc. UK delivery 
 

 
 
 
 
Vinyl car window stickers  £1 inc. UK delivery. 
 
Note: these are printed in reverse so they can be 
stuck on the inside of a window. 
 
 
 

 
Custom QSL Cards £20 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery. 
You provide your own design for the front (front below is a sample only). 

For more club items and how to order, see overleaf! 

FISTS 25th Anniversary Items 
 
While our 25th anniversary offers are now closed, FISTS North America is able 
to supply non-personalised 25th anniversary tee shirts and mugs while stocks 
last. 

 
Please contact Nancy WZ8C nancy@tir.com for delivery costs. 

Tee shirt $7 (USD) Polo shirt $15 (USD) Mug $4 (USD) 

http://fists.org/25_Logo_TShirt.html
mailto:nancy@tir.com?subject=FISTS
http://fists.org/25_Logo_TShirt.html
http://fists.org/25_Logo_TShirt.html
http://fists.org/25_Logo_TShirt.html
http://fists.org/25_Logo_TShirt.html


Club Sales — continued from previous page 
 
Standard QSL Cards  £8.50 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery 

FISTS CW Course  £3.50 inc. UK delivery / £4.50 
inc. delivery to Europe / DX please ask. 
 
The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code training 
package suitable for beginners and improvers.  It 
comprises: 
 
 The well known K7QO course on CD to learn 

the code (including files containing the texts 
sent). 

 Two practice CD's made by our own Mary 
G0NZA, which are great for people that want 
to improve from the 12 wpm level. 

 An A5 booklet with forty-odd pages that in-
cludes all the texts for Mary's disks. 

 
This package is a real help to anyone who is learning Morse code and we are 
very happy to be able to offer it. 
 
We would like to thank Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to produce 
these disks. 
 
Ordering 
Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made out 
to FISTS or PayPal.  (For credit or debit card, see the website.) 
 
Please include your name, address and details of what you are ordering! 

Anne Webb sales@fists.co.uk 
40 Links Road, Penn, 
Wolverhampton WV4 5RF Tel. 01902 338973 
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